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EDITORIAL

Enjoy the boom, but mind
the economic reality
W

hile share markets around the world ride to new
highs, it is difficult NOT to be confident about the fu
ture economic outlook. After all, share prices are sup
posed to reflect the future earnings potential of corporations and
the fact they are rising means the corporate outlook must be
good. This, in turn, suggests that the global economic outlook
must be rosy.
Not necessarily so. What has been happening in internation
al equity markets in recent times has been a re-adjustment in
prices to take into account the drop in short term - and, more
recently, long term - global interest rates. As rates have gone
down, equity markets have risen as investors have poured into
equities in search of better returns than are available on the fixed
interest markets.
At the same time, in North America and Europe, corporates
have been gaining in terms of earnings because of their new
"slimmed down" look - they have shed workers and reduced
other costs in search of maximising profits. The prospect of those
current and future higher profits have, in turn, attracted investors.
Unfortunately, all of this says little about the underlying out
look for the world's major economies - and Hong Kong's major
export markets - which may face some very real domestic and
international difficulties in the period immediately ahead, irre
spective of the direction the share markets are pointing.
First, lower interest rates are supposed to spur economic
growth, yet in the United States, where they have come down
most, growth has not been that outstanding - certainly not in
line with rapid emergence from recession.
Second, the US continues to grapple with the problems of its
domestic Budget deficit, its external trade deficit and high levels
of corporate and personal debt.
Third, while the Japanese export machine continues to pump
out products for world markets leading to ever larger trade sur
pluses, its domestic economy is mired in recession. It also faces
political uncertainties under its new coalition Government.
Fourth, the European Community is still attempting to come
to terms with the effective failure of the European Monetary Sys
tem (EMS), Germany is in recession, Italy in political turmoil and
France's new Government is trying to come to terms with the
country's economic slippage. Britain alone is enjoying a modest,
albeit slow, recovery freed of its EMS shackles, but even this
seems tentative alongside previous recoveries.
Fifth, international concerns about world trade show no signs
of abating with the Uruguay still held up in debate, and America
- the world's biggest market - facing huge trade deficits with
Japan, most notably, and China.
Almost alone among the major regions of the world, it is Asia
which is continuing to experience real, substantial growth, with
Mainland China still leading the way, and the Newly Industrialis
ing Economies (NIES) enjoying strong single-digit growth.
The real question for Hong Kong is how long this can contin
ue and what will be the ramification for the territory of a slow
down on the Mainland coupled with economic problems else
where in the world, especially in Hong Kong's (and China's) major markets.
The answer must be that Hong Kong must approach the eco
nomic future with caution, as - despite even the local share
market's buoyant performance - there are some very real uncer-

tainties on the economic horizon.
Prime amongst these as far as the territory is concerned must
be the attempts by Vice Premier, Mr Zhu Rongji to slow the Main
land economy down and rein in inflationary excesses without
sending the economy into a tailspin.
In the past, it is true, the Mainland authorities have had diffi
culties in controlling their economy without overshooting either
on the positive (rapid economic growth) side or on the negative
(sending the economy into recession).
The experience to date in the present efforts to bring the econ
omy under control are positive, with credit being reined in, bank
deposits rising, speculation in real estate moderating and sign of
some easing in investment and consumer demand. But China is
a big economy, not easy to control and it will take some time for
the outcome of present actions to control the economy to be
properly measured.
While these problems on the Mainland domestic front are vi
tal to Hong Kong, so too is the trade outlook - trade relations be
tween China and the US, in particular, and the trend in domestic
export and re-export trade between Hong Kong and China and
major world markets.
As for Sino-US trade issues, it seems abundantly clear that
there are difficulties ahead, with the US monitoring China's Sec
tion 301 (market access) performance and the future of its MFN
status (even without taking various political allegations into ac
count). More recently, there also appears to have been growing
US concern about China's growing trade surplus with the US,
which now looks like reaching US$24 billion for the year, up
one-third on last year's US$18 billion.
At the same time, there has recently been some easing in Hong
Kong's own trade performance, with a slowdown in re-export
growth and domestic exports actually declining on a year earlier.
It is still too early to make much of this slowdown but the warning
signs are there, and any slowdown in the territory's pace of trade
growth has implications for the pace of economic growth.
It is for al I these reasons that Hong Kong must take a level
headed approach to its own economic outlook in the immediate
future. While the share market performance may be a cause for
confidence, there are other reasons behind its rise than the imme
diate economic outlook.
Low interest rates, tremendous foreign fund manage·r interest
and the favourable attitude to China and China-related stocks the so-called "red chips" all have played their role.
But there are uncertainties, very real uncertainties, in the period
immediately ahead and it is because of these uncertainties that
Hong Kong must adopt a cautious approach to the economic future.
It is for these reasons the Chamber is monitoring economic de
velopments - in China, in Hong Kong's major markets and in
the territory's domestic economy - very closely. Members can
be assured that Chamber will keep them quickly informed of any
significant developments.
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Lord Kadoorie
'To do justice to him it would
be necessary to write a page
of superlatives'

L

ord Kadoorie was a member of the
Chamber's General Committee
since 1963 and subsequently became a Council member until he died on
August 25 in his 94th year.
Director, Brig Ian Christie, on behalf of
the Chamber's Chairman, Paul Cheng,
and the two Chamber Vice Chairmen,
William Fung and Robert Savage, (all of
whom were out of town), wrote a letter of
sincere condolences to Lady Muriel
Kadoorie (on behalf of Chamber members):
Brig Christie said: "His sage advice
and wisdom, as well as his dedicated
commitment to Hong Kong in both busi
ness and philanthropic senses will be
much missed.
"He was a true visionary with the acu
men and skill to achieve his long-term ob
jectives, which themselves have done so
much to develop the economies and
prosperity of Hong Kong and Guang
dong."
Brig Christie added: "Lawrence was
truly a great man, yet a human being of
enormous humility. To do justice to him,
it would be necessary to write a page of
superlatives. I count it a great honour,
personally, to have had the privilege to
know him.
"All Chamber members will wish to
join me in mourning the passing away of
one of Hong Kong's greatest Taipans."
Lord Kadborie was a former member
of both the Legislative and Executive
Councils. He was knighted in 1974 and
was the first Hong Kong born resident to
be raised in 1981 to the British peerage.
Published estimates of the Kadoorie
family fortune are about USD3 billion.
The Kadoories are said to be one of the
richest families in Asia with controlling
shareholding including China Light and
Power Co Ltd, the Hong Kong and Shang
hai Hotels Group, the Peak Tramways and
Nanyang Holdings, makers of Tai Ping
carpets. The family also has substantial
shareholdings in the Hong Kong Bank
and several of Hong Kong's leading
hongs.
Surviving members of the family, be
sides Lord Kadoorie's widow, are his
younger brother, Sir Horace Kadoorie, his
son Michael, daughter Rita, and grand
children. The whole family posed for

their last picture in
May at the topping
out ceremony of
the refurbished
Peninsula Hotel.
It was Lord
Kadoorie who got
Hong Kong mov
ing again after the
Japanese occupa
tion when China
Light's generating
capacity was de
stroyed and no
power was avail
able. He worked
quickly to restore
the power supply.
As Chairman of
China Light and
Power, it was Lord
Kadoorie who first
suggested to the
Beijing authorities
China Light could
provide power in
to the Guangdong
electric power grid
that cou Id hasten
the remarkable in
dustrial develop- The late Lord Kadoorie.
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province we have since seen through the
investments and know-how of Hong Kong
entrepreneurs.
Earlier, it was Lord Kadoorie's initiative
in the 1960s that averted nationalisation
of the power utilities in Hong Kong. Lord
Kadoorie brought in what is now Exxon as
a power generating partner with China
Light. This separated China Light's busi
ness of supplying electricity through its
Kowloon and New Territories grid, in ad
dition to later helping supply on the
Guangdong grid. T he Daya Bay nuclear
power station will soon provide power to
both grids.
In the corporate history of China Light
since the war, Lord Kadoorie warded off
two take-over bids. He asked his staff to
work day and night during the worst of
the spill-over of the Cultural Revolution in
1967 to demonstrate his faith and confi
dence in the future of Hong Kong.
His philanthropy, with his brother Sir
Horace Kadoorie , was legend. He created
the Kadoorie Experimental Farm in the
New Terriories to help farmers bring bet
ter technology to agriculture and im
proved breeding and husbandry to those
who reared NT livestock.
He worked anonymously through doc
tors' clinics to provide free medical treat
ment and drugs to long-resident Hong
Kong families in the territory when mem
bers suffered hardship and misfortunes.
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COVERSTORY/EXTERNALTRADE

Pace of export trade picks
up after mid-year slide
External Trade
Analysts will monitor the territory's trade
performance carefully in coming
months to detect any signs of a slow
down due to the credit crackdown in
China. The Chamber's Chief Economist,
/AN K. PERKIN, reports on the latest
trends on the external trade front.

W

hen the pace of re-export and
domestic export growth
slowed to a gentle canter from
a gallop in May and June it provoked ex
pressions of concern about Hong Kong's
future export form and its potential impact
on the domestic economy.
Doubts on the immediate outlook
were further heightened by the knowl
edge that China was entering a period of
economic restraint which might also ad
versely affect Hong Kong's trade and eco
nomic growth.
While Hong Kong may be the world's
10th biggest trading economy, it is now
more reliant for its success on the 12th
largest, the Mainland Chinese economy
immediately to its north.
It is also increasingly reliant on its do
mestic services industries - and trade in
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services (including those related to trade
with China) - for its overall trade and
economic well-being.
Once again this year, it will be a sub
stantial surplus on services trade (proba
bly some $60 billion this year, according
to Chamber estimates)
which will keep Hong
Kong's overall trade bal
ance in the black.
In the first half of the
year, merchandise trade
was in the red to the
tune of $28 billion (up
from $26 billion last
year) and by year's end
this will probably reach
some $35 billion.
It is, therefore, in
creasingly the services
sector of the economy
that is not only playing
a key role in promoting
domestic economic
growth, but in trade ex
pansion and a positive
Hong Kong Balance of
Payments as wel I.

But this was not Hong Kong's appar
ent problem in May and June this year
when it was merchandise trade , or the
trade in goods - still the territory's
biggest economic engine - that ap
peared to be faltering.
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The Chamber's
Chief Economist,
IAN K. PERKIN,
reports on the
latest trends on
the external
trade front.
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At least that concern, which could
have threatened the pace of the territory's
economic growth, has now lifted some
what by the release of new economic
data including:
• First half year trade figures which
show very strong growth during the first
six months when compared with the
same period of 1992.
• July trade figures which show a re
sumption of the earlier pace of growth in
re-exports and some recovery in an other
wise lacklustre domestic export perfor
mance.
• Re-a ssuring comments from the
Government Economist, Mr Tang Kwong
yiu on both the territory's trade perfor
mance and the likely impact on the local
economy of events on the Mainland.
It now is clear that Hong Kong will at
least continue to enjoy good trade and
economic growth through to the end of
this calendar year.
There remains justifiable concern,
however, about the outlook beyond that,
especially with uncertainties ahead such
as the outcome China's economic re
straint programme, the future of Sino-US
relations and the US economy, and politi
cal and economic problems in Europe
and Japan.
By global standards, Hong Kong's mer
chandise trade undoubtedly grew strongly
over the whole of the first half of the year
with re-exports rising 22 per cent to
$3 7 5 .8 bi 11 ion and domestic exports
down 3.5 per cent at $103.2 billion.
But month-by-month figures showed a
slow down in the pace of growth of both
re-exports and domestic exports towards
the end of the first half, especially in May
and June.
For example, in the all-important re
exports sector - which now accounts for
78 per cent of Hong Kong's merchandise
trade - growth rates of around 25 per
cent higher than last year prevailed for the
first four months.
But in May the growth rate suddenly
dropped to 1 7 per cent and in June it was
down to 13 per cent, with declines in the
pace of growth apparent in all of Hong
Kong's major markets, including the
Mainland.
The "negative growth" in domestic ex
ports was clearly another of concern - and
they also showed the same pattern as re
exports with the pace of growth worsen
ing in May and June.
Coupled with the prospect of a slow
down in trade with the Mainland as a re
sult of the clampdown on credit and Chi
na's attempts to reverse its present global
trade deficit, this gave rise to concerns
about the future direction of trade.
Such an impact on Hong Kong may
still be in prospect as China's reforms be-

gin to bite, but it is better that Hong
Kong's trade is healthy ahead of any Chi
na downturn rather than already dam
aged.
A recovery in the pace of growth in the
recently issued July figures has gone some
way towards restoring confidence that
Hong Kong can expect a similar pace to
continue in the current half year.
The July figures showed a return to
growth in the low 20 per cent range for
re-exports (when compared with a year
earlier) and some recovery in the domes
tic export picture although still showing a
decline on last year's figures.
Just how the imminent slowing in the
Mainland economy will affect future trade
remains a concern, however, especially
beyond the end of this calendar year.
The slow down in merchandise trade
throughout the first half of the calendar
year was noted by the G overnment
Economist Mr Tang Kwong-yiu in his
statement accompanying the half year
economic report.
He pointed out that total exports rose
about 16 per cent in the first half year
compared with a year earlier and that re
exports remained the key to overall export
growth.
"There was, however, a deceleration
in the year-on-year growth rate of re-ex
ports from 26 per cent in real terms in the
first quarter to about 19 per cent in the
second quarter," he said.
"Domestic exports registered zero
growth in the first quarter and fell by 7 per
cent in real terms in the second quarter
compared with a year earlier, giving a de
cline of about 4 per cent in real terms for
the first half of 1993."
Mr Tang noted that this was again part
ly due to the structural shift in the compo
sition of Hong kong's exports from do
mestic exports to re-exports, but also to
exchange rate changes.
"Also relevant, however, was the re
duced price competitiveness of Hong
Kong's products overseas due to the
strengthening of the Hong Kong dollar
with the US dollar in the latter part of
1992 and the early part of 1993," he said.
This raises the question, of course,
whether the subsequent decline in the US
and Hong Kong dollars against third cur
rencies (most notably the Japanese yen)
will help restore some of the competitive
ness of Hong Kong's domestic merchan
dise exports.
It could well be that markets once lost
will be lost forever, especially with Hong
Kong's own domestic cost increases (in
flation, wages and land) failing to show
any appreciable moderation in recent
months.
Continuing the trend of recent years,
the re-exports share of total exports in the
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ed services as merchandise trade contin
ued to grow.
"With a better.- than-expected perfor
mance in both inbound and outbound
tourism in the first half of this year, the
forecast growth rates in real terms of both
exports and imports of services are re
vised upwards to 10 per cent and 8.5 per
cent respectively.
Looking to the future, the Government
Economist said that in maintaining Hong
Kong's expected economic growth rate at
5.5 per cent for the current year, he had
taken account of the slower than expect
ed economic recovery and, in particular,
the restraint measures recently an
nounced by China to alleviate over-heat
ing in its economy.
"Observations so far suggest that, be
cause these are not meant to be drastic re
trenchment measures across the board,
they are unlikely to lead to an abrupt
downturn in China's economy and, if so,
the impact on the Hong kong economy
wHI probably not be severe," he said.
"Certain aspects of Hong Kong's trade
and investment with China could be af
fected in due course, but the initial im
pact on the local economy appears large
ly to be absorbed.
"In the external sector, the forecast
growth rate in real terms of re-exports is
revised downwards from 25 per cent to
22 per cent, mainly in the light of the ac
tual performance of re-exports in the first
half of this year and the latest develop
ments in China's economy."

He said re-exports to markets in the
Asia-Pacific region are expected to re
main robust and re-exports to the US and
the European Community (EC) are likely
to continue the growth so farthis year de
spite the continued slack in the
economies concerned.
Mr Tang said renewal of China's Most
Favoured Nation (MFN) status in the US
for another year has provided some relief
for re-exports of China-origin to the North
American market.
But he added that the issues of market
access and bilateral trade balance that the
US keeps pursuing with Cllina remain an
ongoing concern.
"Re-exports to China for meeting its
own demand could show a slower growth
in the near term as the restraint measures
in China bear results, but outward pro
cessing activities associated with a major
proportion of Hong Kong's re-exports in
volving China, seem unlikely to be affect
ed," he said.
"Domestic exports are forecast to yield
a small decline of 1.5 per cent in real
terms as compared to the earlier forecast
of a one per cent growth."
Mr Tang said the overall performance
of domestic exports will continue to be af
fected by the shift in the composition of
Hong Kong's exports from domestic ex
ports to re-exports.
"Nevertheless, domestic exports to the
Asia-Pacific region generally and to China
in particular are expected to maintain a
■
notable growth," he said.
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first half of the year was a record 78 per
cent compared with 75 per cent for the
whole of 1992.
Imports increased 15 per cent in real
terms in the first half of the year with most
of the expansion attributable to the con
tinued expansion of re-exports.
The increase in retained imports mod
erated to about 8 per cent in real terms in
the first half of the year over the same pe
riod last year following a large increase of
17 per cent in 1992.
The visible trade deficit for the first half
year was $28 billion (or 5 per cent of im
ports), slightly higher in money terms than
the $26 billion deficit (six per cent of im
ports) recorded in the first half of last year.
But while Hong Kong continues to
record a substantial merchandise trade
deficit, its external services trade (includ
ing inbound tourism and servicing China
trade) is providing a healthy "invisible"
trade surplus.
The half yearly economic report issued
along with Mr Tang's statement at the end
of last month, said the growth in exports
and imports of services in the first quarter
of the calendar year probably resulted in
a services trade surplus for the quarter of
$12 billion.
This was based on 15 per cent real
growth in services exports and 9 per cent
real growth in services imports.
The Government spoke confidently of
further growth, especiall y because of
growth in tourism (a services EXPORT in
the statistics) and a growth in trade-relat-
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INCREASED
SERVICES FOR
MEMBERS

CHAMBER: Mission to Far Eastern Russia

Sept 1-8
Sept 1

2-5 pm

CHAMBER: Afternoon Seminar with Altos Computer Systems "Remote
Factory Management"

PHONAFAX INFORMATION
SERVICE

Sept2

4 00pm

CHAMBER: Taxation Committee Meeting

Sept3

1 0.30am

CHAMBER: Trade Delegation from Trinidad and Tobago

This month we've launched PHONAFAX,
a free information retrieval serv ice for
members.

Sept6

4. 00pm

HKCSI: Professional Services Committee Meeting

Sept 7

6 .45 pm

CHAMBER: Directors' Dinner Seminar: speaker Don Taylor,
"Improving Productivity- a Boardroom Responsibility".
Overseas Bankers Club

Sept9

4.00pm

CHAMBER: Human Resources Committee Meeting

Sept 14

4 .30pm

CHAMBER: General Committee Meeting

Sept15

9-12 .30

CHAMBER: "Business Opportunities at Chek Lap Kok"Workshop, with
Provisional Airport Authority: HK Convention & Exhibition Centre

Sept 15

12.30pm

CHAMBER: Arab & African Committee Meeting

Sept 15

4.30pm

HKCSI: Executive Committee Meeting

By dialling 529 9788 and following a
simple procedure, you can have a variety
of Chamber information faxed immediately
to you.
This will ensure that members receive only
the information they require as well as
greatly reduce the regular mailed packages.
The Friday Events Programme and Booking
Form will continue to be faxed to you but
we shall be phasing out the mailing of
many of the other circulars and regular
information newsletters - all of these,
however, can still be obtained by dialling
PHONAFAX.
By now, all members should have received
a PHONAFAX Information Card for easy
reference and retrieval of required docu
ments and we hope that members will not
only use this service but appreciate our
efforts to conserve paper useage.

NINTH CHAMBER CERTIFICATE
OF ORIGIN BRANCH OPENS
To better serve our members, especially
those on the eastern end of Hong Kong
Island, the Chamber opens its ninth Certifi
cation Office in Sep tember in Times
Square, Causeway Bay.
Located on the 15th Floor of Shell Tower
Times Square, this new branch offers a
prompt efficient service issuing all Certifi
cates of Origin and ATA Carnets; like all the
Chamber's Certification Offices, it is close
to a MTR Station for easy accessability.

HKGCC Certification Office:

Suite 1513, 15/F, Shell Tower,
TIMES SQUARE,
1 Matheson Street, Causeway Bay, HK
Tel: 506 1068 - 506 2036
Fax: 506 4016

CHAMBER: Goodwill Mission to Guangzhou

Sept 15-16
Sept 15-25

6.30to9.30pm

CHAMBER: Professional (Basic) Sales Training Course

Sept 16

12.30pm

CHAMBER Americas Committee Meeting

Sept2 -0Nov25

CHAMBER: Efficient EnglishWriting Programme
(in conJunction with T he British Council)

Sept22

8.45am
toS.00pm

CHAMBER: Seminar (and lunch) J/Pearl River
Delta - Opportunities and Problems": Conrad Hotel

Sept22

11 . 00am

CHAMBER: Europe Committee Meeting
HKCSI:Ninth International Conference of Coalitions
of Service Industries, Auckland

Sept22-24
Sept23

11-1 pm

HKFA: Briefing on American Franchises

Sept23

2.30pm

CHAMBER; Shipping Committee Meeting

Sept24

2. 00pm

CHAMBER: Visit to Motorola/faipo Industrial Estate (repeat)

Sept28

9. 00am

CHAMBER: Seminar (and lunch) HKeeping your Hong Kong Business
Competitive" - textile and garment technology: Conrad Hotel

Sept30

12.30pm

CHAMBER: Roundtable: "Factory inspections and suggested safety
standards improvement"; CW Chu, Government Factory Inspector.

Oct5-19

6.30pm

CHAMBER: Training Course on LC UCPS00

Oct 7-16

6.30to9.30pm

CHAMBER: Supervisory Skills (Basic) Training

Oct9

a. m.

CHAMBER: Oral Chinese (Mandarin) examinations

Oct 12

12.30pm

CHAMBER: Roundtable: "Staff Training Initiatives"; John Keung,
Assistant Manager of Staff Development, Cathay Pacific Airways

Oct12

5.00pm

CHAMBER: Membership Committee Meeting

Oct14

11. 00am

CHAMBER: China Committee Meeting

Oct14

4.30pm

CHAMBER: General Committee Meeting

Oct16

a.m.

CHAMBER: Oral Chinese (Cantonese) examinations
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Brigadier Ian Christie Reports

COMMITTEES

INDUSTRIAL AND CORPORATE
AFFAIRS DIVISION

The Committee met on 28 July to evaluate
the effectiveness of organising functions
in recruiting new members. The scheme
of member-get-members was also dis
cussed and supported.

HIGHLIGHTS

Not withs tanding a quieter month for
business in Hong Kong, the Chamber has
been reviewing several of its in-house op
erations, such as membership rec ruit
ment, new communication methods
with members and new services. These
included a major campaign of member
get-members, the "Phonafax" which al
lows members get what they want instead
of receiving what is sent and a racing box
at Shatin for members' use, al l to be
launched in September.

Membership Committee

Human Resources Committee

The Joint Associations Working Group on
Labour Shortage met to review the latest
situation of Hong Kong labour force. The
Joint Association of Labour Relations
Committee met to discuss issues to be
raised at the Labour Advisory Board meet
ing. After consultation with both the Hu
man Resources and Indus trial Affairs
Committees, Chamber's comments were
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From left: The president of the Marseille-Provence Chamber and Fritz Pleitgen.
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Marseille-Provence
Hi-Tech Conference
Henri Paix-Alexais, president of the
Marseille-Provence Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, led a delegation of French
businessmen who visited the General
Chamber on 20 July. They were welcomed by
Fritz Pleitgen, chairman of the European
Committee, the Chamber Director, Brig Ian
Christie and Sidney Fung, Assistant Director
for International Affairs, as well as interested
Chamber members. The French visitors were
in Hong Kong to promote a high-tech
conference in Marseille in October, 1993.
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Papua New
Guinea
Foreign Minister
John Kapuhn, Foreign Minister of Papua
New Guinea met interested Chamber
members on 2 July. Simon KY Lee, a
General Committee member, was in the
chair for discussions with the Foreign
Minister and his entourage. The meeting
provided an opportunity for members
already trading with Papua New Guinea and
those interested in strengthening their links
to hold useful discussions.
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sent to the Labour Department on Em
ployment of Safety Officers in the Engi
neering & Metal Industry.

Small & Medium Enterprises Committee
Two committee meetings were held on 14

July and 10 August respectively. The
Committee endorsed the proposed semi
nar on "Pearl River Delta - Problems &
Opportunities", organised by the Cham
ber, on 22 September 1993 at the Conrad
Hotel.
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The first issue of "Newsline", the
Committee's own newsletter, was pub
lished and distributed to all members on
12 August.
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EVENTS
Seminar on Management Information
System for Garment
Manufacturer/Traders

T he Seminar was co-organised by Altos
Computer and the Chamber on 21 July.
Its aim was to explore how user�friendly
computer systems could assist in handling
the daily operations of a typical garment
manufacturer or trader. 15 members par
ticipated.

Roundtable Luncheon - Report on
Reform of HK Patent System

Solicitor Ella Cheong of Wilkinson & Grist
addressed 20 members on 11 August on
various points raised in a recently-pub
lished report on "Reform of the HK Patent
System".
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Americas Committee

Mr Gabriel Pacheco, Consul General of
Peru, and Mr Franklin Rojas E, Vice Con
sul of Peru, paid a courtesy visit to the
Chamber on 23 July to d iscuss the
prospects for advancing bilateral trade
ties between Peru and Hong Kong.
Ms Wendy Wu, Co-Director of the
Office of the State of Texas in Taipei, met
with Chamber staff on 9 August to dis
cuss the possibility of working with the
Chamber and the Trade Commission of
Mexico in Hong Kong on a market work
shop as wel as a regional visit.

I

China Committee

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION
COMMITTEES
Arab and African Committee
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Thai Board of Investment (801) and Royal
Thai Consulate General in Hong Kong, on
9 August. Mr Boonkul has recently been
transferred from Sydney where he headed
the local office of the 801.
Arrangements were in full-swing for a
Chamber Mission to the Russian Far East
scheduled for 1-8 September 1993. 12
delegates from 10 companies have con
firmed their participation in the visit when
recruitment closed on 6 August.

Endorsed by the General Committee, the
Pan-Africa Committee was renamed as
the "Arab and African Committee" with
effect from 21 July.
In view of insufficient response from
members, the proposed mission to Tunisia in
late September this year has been deferred.

Asia Committee

Mr Joh n Kaputin, CMG, Papua New
Guinean Foreign Affairs Minister, called
on the Chamber on 29 July. Members at
tending the meeting were briefed on mar
ket opportunities in the country.
The Committee Secretary received Mr
C Boonkul, Director and Consul of the

A 26-member delegation from the Guang
dong Province visited the Chamber on 15
July. T he visit was part of a 3-week export
training course for Guangdong foreign
trade executives, organised by the Hong
Kong Trade Development Council and the
COFERT of Guangdong Province.
A 40-member study delegation from
Anhui Province visited the Chamber on
22 July. The delegation was organised by
the Hong Kong Chinese Enterprises Asso
ciation and the C O F E RT of Anhui
Province.
On the recommendation of the China
Committee, the Chamber commenced re
cruitment of members of the General and
China Committees for a Goodwill Mis
sion to Guangzhou on 15-16 September
1993. The mission programme would in
clude meetings with senior officials from
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UK Politicians
A delegation of UK politicians on their way
to New Zealand for the annual meeting of
the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association called on the Chamber on 10
August and were received by Bob Savage,
Second Vice Chairman and interested
Chamber members.
The delegation was led by Sir Anthony
Durant (Conservative), and comprised
Lord Beaumonth of Whitley (liberal,
Assistant Chaplain Hong Kong Cathedral
1955-7), John Garret (Labour), Eric Pickles
(Conservative), John Prescott (spokesman
on Transport in the Labour Shadow Cabinet)
and Terry Dicks (Conservative).
Sir Anthony said the delegation was
conducting a fact-finding mission so that
they could be better able to participate
in any future debate in both UK Houses
on Hong Kong.
The delegation heard and discussed with
Chamber members divergent views on
Britain's constitutional proposals for Hong
Kong's future and on the work of Governor
Chris Patten. Debate on the analysis of the
current political situation in the territory
finally drew the visiting delegation's
attention to the results of the voting in
the recent by-election in Sai Kung.
Sir Anthony said he supported the
proposals of Governor Chris Patten.
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both the Guangdong Province and
Guangzhou City.
Europe Committee
Members of the Europe Committee, led
by the Committee Chairman, Mr Fritz
Pleitgen, called on the Spanish Trade
Commissioner in Hong Kong on 14 July
to discuss the organisation of a proposed
Chamber visit to Spain in early May 1994.
The matter was further reviewed at a
meeting of the Committee on 28 July.
T he Chamber is currently working
with the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council on a Hong Kong Product Exhibi
tion in Budapest, Hungary� between 30
November and 2 December 1993.
A delegation headed by Mr Henry
Roux-Alezais, President of the Marseille
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The UK delegation in debate with Chamber members. �lil!lftltlllJQ***JiUlfit-t•
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Chamber of Commerce and Industry, was
received by the Committee Chairman and
Chamber executives on 20 July.
Shipping Committee
A meeting of the Committee was held on
22 July, at which issues relating to the reg
ulation of shipping agents and the recent
ly-introduced Textile Traders Registration
Scheme were discussed.
Hong Kong International
A delegation of 8 from the Common
wealth Par I iamentary Association, led by
Sir Anthony Durant, MP, UK, met with
HKI Ambassadors at the Chamber on 10
August. Discussions between the two
groups included issues on the democrati
sation of Hong Kong, labour, China's

economy, and the new airport project.
Hong Kong-Taipei Business
Cooperation Committee
Chaired by Mr J P Lee, a meeting was
held on 27 July to discuss the possibility
of organising a seminar on stock markets
in Hong Kong and Mainland China, in
conjunction with the Third Joint HKT 
BCC/CTHKBCC Meeting to be held on 12 November 1993. It was expected that
the seminar would deal with specialised
subjects of interest to Taiwan and Hong
Kong enterprises.
Pacific Basin Economic Council
60 copies of the International Member
ship Directory were received and dis
tributed to all PBEC Hong Kong members.

LOCAL AFFAIRS AND ECONOMICS
DIVISION

From left at the ceremony: Tony O'Brien; the wife of winning participant Stephen Chu; Joanne
Lee, winner; Barbara Chilvers, senior traini·ng consultant at the British Council; Lisa Ip,
Assistant Manager Advertising and Promotion at the British Council; Connie Kwok, Manager
Human Resources at the Chamber; Cynthia Ng, Kanmei Ngai, both winners; and Dr Y S
Cheung, Chamber Assistant Director.
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Efficient
English
Dr Y S Cheung, Chamber Assistant
Director of Industrial and Corporate
Affairs, presented on 17 August the
awards to the winners in the latest class
in the series of Efficient English Writing
courses. The winners included Ms
Cynthia Chung Po-ling from the
Chamber itself.
The Chamber began the programme of
courses in 1990 in conjunction with the
British Council's Business Communication
Unit. Some 70 member companies have
since enrolled over 200 participants. The
courses are designed to meet the growing
need for clearly written English in
business deals.
Awardees were Stephen Chu Ching-piu of
Duty Free Shoppers HK Ltd; Ms Joanne Lee
Kit Ching of Next (HK) Ltd; Ms Kanmei Bgai
King-ming of Schroders Asia Ltd; and Ms
Cynthia Chung Po-ling, secretary to the
Assistant Director, Certification, in the
General Chamber.
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COMMITTEES
Economic Policy Committee
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Much of the time of the Local Affairs and
Economics Division in the last month
was taken up with the preparation of the
Chamber's submission to the Govern
ment on its 1994-95 Budget scheduled
for March next y ear. The Chamber has
moved earlier this y ear on this project
because of consultations on the Budget
already undertaken by the Financial Sec
retary.
The Chief Economist continued his re
search on other issues affecting Hong
Kong's economy - the economic slow
down implemented on the Mainland, in
flation and productivity. Although the
Summer months are generally quiet, he
gave several speeches during the period
(especially on the Chinese economy) and
a number of domestic and foreign media
int erviews (on employ ment and the
labour shortage, the Chinese economy,
Hong Kong economic issues and the Chi
nese economic outlook).
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At its meeting on 3 August, the Commit
tee discussed at length the Chamber's
proposed Budget submission, as well as
the outlook for the Chinese economy, the
Renminbi and foreign exchange markets,
and a range of other economic concerns.

SERVICE INDUSTRIES DIVISION
HONG KONG COALITION OF SERVICE
INDUSTRIES (HKCSI)

On 26 July, the Coalition submitted a po
sition paper "Comments on the Consulta
tive Document on Reform of the Law Re
lating to Information Privacy" to the Priva-

Dr Y S Cheung(left) presents a certificate to
Cynthia Chung with Tony O'Brien, Director
of the English Language Centre of the British
Council (centre).
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cy Subcommitte e of the Law Reform
Commission. In the paper, the Coalition
gave qualified support to the recommen
dations of the consultative document, but
it also raised concern on a number of is
sues including powers of the proposed
Privacy Commissioner, financing of the
Privacy Commission, regulation of PINs
(personal identification numbers), and
compensation, among others.
A meeting of leading executive search
consultant firms was convened by the
Coalition on 30 July to discuss the forma
tion of an industry body. It was agreed
that the possibility of establishing this
body as a chapter of the US Association of
Executive Search Consultants should be
pursued.
The Coalition launched a campaign in
August to call on members to donate used
personal computers to charity. Priority
will be given to rehabilitation agencies for
the disabled.
On 12 August, Coalition Secretary, Dr
Chan Wai-kwan, met representatives from
the Singapore Economic Development
Board to discuss, among other things, the
formation of a similar body in Singapore.
Following the Legislative Council de
bate on service industries in July, the
Coalition Secretariat is having informal
contacts with Financial Services Branch
to examine ways of strengthening CSI par
ticipation in government policies.

HONG KONG FRANCHISE
ASSOCIATION (HKFA)

On 17 July, Manager of HKFA, Charlotte
Chow, spoke at a franchising seminar or-

Tony Cooper
addressing the
Environment
committee
chaired by
Guy Clayton
(right).
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The meeting.

Environmental
White Paper
Tony Cooper, deputy secretary in the
Planning, Environment and Lands Branch
was invited to the meeting of the
Environment Committee, chaired by Guy
Clayton, on 18 August to brief members on
the Environment White Paper Review 1993.
Views were exchanged and Tony Cooper
promised to meet members of the
Environment Committee after publication of
the White Paper Review next November.

Modern Network for
Modern Business
Flora Tung, Product Marketing Director of
Hong Kong Telecom, addressed on August
16 a Chamber roundtable luncheon on
Modem Networks for Modern Business. She
discussed how rapidly telecommunications
technology and equipment was developing
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Flora Tung addresses a well-attended
roundtable luncheon.
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to produce a number of enhanced and
sophisticated communications services to
meet community requirements. She said the
focus would be on how these services could
help productivity/service levels in an highly
competitive arena.
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ganised by Creative Displays & Promo
tions Co, which was held concurrent with
an exhibition.
The Chamber submitted a position
paper "Improving Productivity through
Franchising" to the Financial Secretary on
22 July.
A Franchising Newsletter was pub
lished in mid-August and distributed to
members and overseas franchise associ
■
ations.
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Archived Headlines (4&)
CHINA: CANADA-TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AGREEMENT. [BBCMS,BBCFt]

USA: MOTOROLA AWARDED A $200 MILLION
SUPPLY �nor EM ENT WITH HANGZHOU
-t\r.TORY.
COt,.P

22. 1 •

f' 30Jun93 USA: MOTOROLA OPENS NEW EQUIPMENT
CENTER TO SERVE GROWING CHINA MARKET.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill., June 30 /PRNewswire/
T
Motorola lnc.'s (NYSE: MO ) Cellular Infrastructure Group
(CIG) today announced the opening of a duty free Module
Replacement Center in Shanghai, China. The center, which
is the first facility of its kind in China will provide in-country
replacement modules for Motorola's cellular infrastructure
equipment. Two freight transportation companies, China
lnterocean of the United States and SIN◊-f RANS of Chine\,
along with the Chinese government participated with
Motorola in establishing the center. Chinese nationals will
�"'::tqe the facility.
opened the center to provide improved product
11d support for its customers. Previously, cellular
waited up to several months for the arrival of
• replacement modules. The center will maintain
inventory levels to ensure maximum in-country
ort for Motorola customers. The immediate availability
replacement modules will significantly reduce equipment
wn time and allow operators to continue to provide high
lity service to their subscribers.
-1 country product support is essential for providing the
igh level of service and customer satistaction that CIG
.
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A Complete Business Briefing
is Just a Click Away
Reuter Business Briefing makes it easy to get the background information you need right on your own PC. Just click on the companies, topics and countries of interest to you,
and Reuter Business Briefing searches through hundreds of the
world's best-known publications and brings you exactly the
material you're looking for.
In seconds you see headlines that meet your search criteria.
Click on the headlines you want and the story appears. You can
then read the stories or print them out. It's that easy. Stories
can be a few minutes old, or you can search back a full year.
Reuter Business Briefing makes it a simple matter to get
background for an up-coming presentation, or to track your key competitors. All you need
is a PC, Microsoft WindowsTM and a couple of spare minutes.
Call Reuters now on 841 5888 to make arrangements
for a demonstration of Reuter Business Briefing.

Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Cotporation.
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HKCSI welcomes motion
On 7 July 1993, Dr Huang Chen-ya of the United Democrats moved the following
motion debate in the Legislative Council:

'

T

hat as Hong Kong is going
through a phase of structural
transformation in its economy
of which service industries have become
a dominant part, this Council urges the
Government to conduct a comprehensive
review of the requirements for the devel
opment of our service industries, to for
mulate relevant policies and to set up ap
propriate committees with a view to mak
ing Hong Kong a major service centre '
in Asia.
The Hong Kong Coalition of Service
Industries, the Chamber's service sector
arm, welcomed the attention on service
industries by the LegCo, but felt that the
motion was too general for discussion to
be meaningful.
The Chamber's LegCo representative
Jimmy McGregor voted against the motion.
The motion was carried by a majority.

Secretary for Financial Services
Michael Cartland, who had been asked
by the Financial Secretary to take on a co
ordinating role within government on ser
vice related issues, gave the government's
response in the LegCo debate.
In his reply he highlighted the merits of
co-operation between the government
and the private sector in promoting the
development of the major service indus
tries. In particular, according to Mr Cart
land, "the government looks upon the
HKCSI to coordinate matters relating to
the industries and to advise government
accordingly."
This is welcomed by Chairman of the
HKCSI Brian Stevenson. "The CSI has al
ready developed a good working relation
ship with the government. We expect co
operation between the CSI and the gov
ernment to be continually strengthened,"
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said Mr Stevenson.

The motion debate

In his opening speech on the motion de
bate, DR HUANG CHENG.:YA cited two
reasons for the need to have a compre
hensive review, namely, the importance
of service industries to Hong Kong's econ
omy, and the need to combat inflation of
which service prices are a major cause.
He suggested that the review should cov
er such areas as facilities and technology,
manpower training, and support and
monitoring.
His motion Was supported by MR TAM
YIU CHUNG, who emphasised the need
to having an adequate training policy and
to monitor quality of service sectors.
MR MARTIN BARROW suggested that
a priority for the Government was "to re
examine all existing procedures, search
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HKCSIREPORT
for inefficiencies in the sy stem which
slow down the development of the ser
vice sector and take action to resolve
problems: for example the extraordinary
bureaucratic steeplechase related to
restaurant licensing." Describing it as a
type of "regulatory overkill", he suggested
that all government departments involved
get together and set up a one-stop shop to
resolve this.
Another priority mentioned by Mr Bar
row is the need to ensure that Hong Kong
remains a competitive regional centre for
multinationals, particularly in light of the
labour shortage and high housing costs.
Mr Barrow then made reference to two
particular service sectors, namely, finan
cial services and tourism. On financial
services, he asked the government to re
consider his proposal in 1990 for the es
tablishment of a development board for
the financial services sector. On tourism,
he called for infrastructure to be devel
oped in a way that will cater for the
growth in the number of visitors coming
into Hong Kong, especially in the face of
strong competition from elsewhere.
The Chamber's LegCo representative
MR JIMMY MCGREGOR cast doubt on a
comprehensive review of service indus
tries, as "each service industry has its
own characteristics, its own state of de
velopment, its own problems and its own
sy stem of monitoring, of advising the
Government on its progress, what it per
ceives as its requirements both short and
longer term, and its own way of working
with the Government to ensure that it is
given every opportunity to continue to
improve its effidency with the least pos
sible government intervention, interfer
ence and bureaucratic red tape." His
view is that co-operation, co-ordination
and consideration by the private and
pub I ic sectors throughout the service in
dustry sector is already extensive and
quite efficient.
Of the HKC S I Mr McGregor said,
"The Coalition of Service Industries ...
feels that continual attention must be giv
en to the need to improve productivity at
all levels within the economy. It will not
be sufficient to depend on cheap labour
from, and in, China. There will also be a
continual battle to keep inflation within
reasonable bounds and this will need
concerted action throughout the econo
my. We have the enormous benefit how
ever of an economy influenced, indeed
directed, by market forces. So it should
remain."
In conclusion, he felt that the kind of
comprehensive review suggested in the
motion was not necessary and wou Id be
very wasteful of time, effort, and money,
and he did not support it.
His view was shared by MR VINCENT

CHENG, who pointed out that whilst the
motion "asks the Government to examine
the requirements for Hong Kong to be
come a major services centre ... Hong
Kong is already a major services centre in
Asia, and a very successful one too." He
abstained together with DR SAMUEL
WONG and MR ERIC LI.
MR FUNG KIN-KEE supported the mo
tion. He commented on the structural
change in Hong Kong's economy, draw
ing attention again to the importance in
facilities, training, and quality of services.
According to Mr Fung, the government
has not conducted any major study on
macro-economic strategy, other than the
Report on Industrial Diversification in
1979. Such a study is now badly needed,
and a review of the service sector should
form one major part. Particular attention
should, according to Mr Fung, be paid to
ensuring that workers will not lose out in
the process of economic transformation.
His views were echoed by MR HO
MUN KA and MR LAU CHIN SHEK, who
both drew attention to structural unem
ployment. Mr Ho emphasised the need
for an appropriate retraining scheme,
while Mr Lau cautioned against over-re
liance on the service sector and over-de
pendence on the Chinese economy.
MR MAN SAi CHEONG focused on
the contribution of the cultural, entertain
ment and sports sector to the economy,
urging that enough facilities and venues
should be provided.
MR HENRY TANG said China-Hong
Kong cooperation should be strengthened
in services as in other sectors. He also
concurred on the need for more training,
adding that there should be more liber
alised movement of persons, particularly
of personnel from the Mainland, as well
as professionals from abroad. The impor
tance of education was also alluded to,
and he suggested that a similar body to
the Industrial and Technology Develop
ment Board be established for the service
industries.
MR JAMES TO said Hong Kong should
strive towards a major service. centre for
the Asia Pacific. He emphasised on train
ing, an appropriate framework of control
for regulated sectors, and the develop
ment of new services.
MR HOWARD YOUNG was con
cerned about human resources develop
ment through education and training, and
suggested that a body be established to
look after the development of human re
sources for service industries.

The official reply

In his reply, SECRETARY FOR FINAN
CIAL SERVICES Michael Cartland pointed
out that Hong Kong was already a pre
dominantly service-oriented economy.
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He acknowledged that Hong Kong's
economy was going through rapid struc
tural transformation with resources mov
ing quickly across from the manufactur
ing sector to the service sector, but he did
not see significant structural unemploy
ment.
He felt that government policy for the
economy was sound and has served
Hong Kong well. The main foundations
of this policy include: "adherence to free
market principles and a free trade regime;
a sound legal system and effective institu
tions for commercial activities; a simple
tax system with a low tax rate; the rela
tively small size of the public sector in re
lation to the economy; adequate regula
tions in the financial sector to ensure mar
ket integrity and orderly functioning
whilst maintaining a level playing field
and without stifling private sector initia
tive; strong commitment to maintaining
monetary and exchange rate stability;
substantial investment in education, train
ing and human resource development
generally; investing directly and/or other
wise facilitating the development of es
sential economic infrastructure and ensur
ing an adequate supply of land."
He rejected the notion, which the mo
tion appears to imply, that Hong Kong is
not yet a major service centre in Asia and
that relevant policies need to be formulat
ed and committees established to make it
one. Rather, "we should continue to de
velop our consultative, regulatory and ad
justment mechanisms on a sector-specific

basis, recognizing that the enormous
spread from diversity of the service sec
tors necessitates somewhat different ap
proaches in different areas that often have
little in common with each other."
He pointed out that Hong Kong has
thrived in a free market environment and
our service sectors would stand to gain
much from the liberalization and deregu
lation in other markets that should follow
from a successful multilateral agreement
on trade and services. He explained that
it was against this background that "the
Government encouraged the formation of
the Hong Kong Coalition of Service In
dustries (HKCSI) which was established in
1990 under the auspices of the Hong
Kong General Chamber of Commerce...
The CSI therefore provides a f ocal point
for liaison between the service sector and
the Government."
"We have been working particularly
closely in connection with the Uruguay
round of negotiations. Since its inception,
the CSI has been active not only locally
but internationally. It hosted the Seventh
International Conference of Coalition of
Services Industries in October 1991, with
speakers from its counterpart organiza
tions around the world as well as interna
tional trade organizations, i ncl ud i ng
GATT and the International Chamber of
Commerce. My own Branch keeps in
touch with the CSI Financial Services
Committee and other government repre
sentatives attend meetings of different
sectoral committees established by the
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CSI as well as its Executive Committee.
The existence of the Coalition certainly
helps to expand and strengthen our range
of contacts with the service industries and
to ensure closer co-operation on the gen
era,.! development of the service sectors.
There may well be scope for further de
velopment of such broad based advisory
mechanisms in future," he said.
Before concluding, he drew attention
to one particular aspect which "warrants
more focused attention and the devotion
of more resources, not only by the Gov
ernment but also by the private sector
working in partnership - and that is
service sector productivity. While the
service sectors are the fastest developing
in recent years, there is evidence, though
not conclusive evidence, suggesting that
these sectors are the ones having slower
increases in productivity, at least slower
than in the manufacturing sector ....
It wi II be usefuI for us to ensure that
whatever scope there is for productivity
to be further improved - whether by
upgrading the quality of the staff con
cerned or by complementing them with
equipment support - will be identified
and utilized."
In conclusion, although there might
be scope for development of some more
broadly based consultative and review
mechanisms, he did not see the need
to conduct a comprehensive review in
order to establish the requirements.
Hence, the official Members did not
■
support the motion.
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Uruguay Round update

The deadline is now 15 December 1993 but success is by no means assured

S

ince December 1990, when the
Uruguay Round was to have con
cluded, numerous deadlines have
been missed. However, there is every in
dication that 15 December 1993 will be a
genuine deadline.

The background

In December 1990 GATT negotiators
failed to reach an agreement in Brussels.
The negotiations went·on - and on
20 December 1991, then GATT Director
General, Arthur Dunkel, was able to pro
duce a second draft agreement called
the, "Draft Final Act," which was consid
ered a balanced document representing a
breakthrough. But this was not enough for
an agreement. It was generally recognised
that the major obstacle was a dispute be
tween the US and the EC over agriculture.
Eleven months later, on 20 November
1992 , the US and the EC reached an
agreement on agriculture, despite a strong
protest from France. This gave fresh impe
tus to the Uruguay Round and an agree-

ment by Christmas was expected. Howev
er, that did not materialise. Some CATT
observers have linked this to the failure of
US President Bush to get re-elected.
In the US, trade agreements have to be
ratified by Congress under a "fast-track"
procedure, which enables Congress to ac
cept or reject an agreement as a whole.
Without the "fast-track," agreements wi11
never be ratified because the package will
be unravelled by countless amendments
from legislators representing different in
terest groups.
The "fast-track" authority, which has
been extended once, was to expire on 2
March 1993. There was thus another push
to reach an agreement before then. But
again this failed and President Clinton
had to seek another extension to enable
negotiations to proceed.
On 30 June 1993, the Congress ap
proved President Clinton's request for an
extension of the "fast-track" negotiating
authority. Under the approved legislation,
the President has to secure an agreed

Uruguay Round package by 15 Decem
ber, 1993.
Though 15 December is merely a US
deadline, it is also a deadline for the
CATT as a whole. The US is the world's
biggest trading entity and no multilateral
agreement can be effective if it is not ac
cepted by the US. Since further extension
of the US "fast-track" authority is most un1ikely, this deadline has generally been
taken as a make-or-break chance for the
Uruguay Round.

The progress

CATT negotiators have not been idle in
the past 1 8 months. Instead they have
concentrated on the technical aspects of
Arthur Dunkel's "Draft Final Act" and
most of the specific details are now in
"ready" mode, though the principles have
not yet been agreed.
Immediately prior to the C7 Summit in
July, trade ministers representing the, US,
Canada, the EC and Japan reached an
agreement on massive tariff cuts in indus-
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trial goods. This has been widely reported
as a breakthrough in the Uruguay Round.
It was followed immediately by the G7
Summit which produced an economic
communique renewing the world leaders'
support for the conclusion of the Uruguay
Round by the end ofthe year. According
ly, the Uruguay Round negotiations were
formally relaunched on 14 July under the
leadership of GATT's newly appointed Di
rector-General, Peter Sutherland.
To summarise, the major achievements
in the last 18 months are as follows:
• There is now an agreed basis for an
eventual package of agreements in the
form of Dunkel's, Draft Final Act.
• Most of the groundwork has been
completed and the technical details
can proceed very quickly.
• There is an agreement be
tween the US and the EC on agri
culture.
• There is concrete achiev
ment in the market access negoti
ations on industrial goods mainly

in tariff cuts.
The outstanding issues now include:
• Problems on agriculture with coun
tries like Japan, Korea, the Cairns Group
and France (now considered les� prob
lematic, despite its persistent protest).
• "Problem sectors" in services, in
clude financial services, basic telecom
munications, maritime services, audi-vi
sual services and temporary movement of
persons. The major problems are that of
market access and most-favoured-nation
treatment.

• Attempts by the US and the EC to
challenge sections of the Draft Final Act,
which threaten to unravel the whole
package.

Prospect

There are a lot of issues to be settled, but
little time to do so. Things will need to
move very fast after the summer.
Negotiators realise the importance of
the December '93 deadline and are
geared up to that. However, success is by
no means assured and the chance of an
agreement can easily be damaged. Tech
nically the Round can be finished before
the deadline, but only just.
It has often been said, rightly, that
the most critical solution for the
Uruguay Round is political will. We
are fast approaching the stage where,
with the best will in the world, the
Round cannot be finished because
there will be no more windows of op
portunity, no more eleventh hours and
no more last chances.
■
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We're running out of
phone numbers ·
HKCSI in agreement with general tenor of consultant's new system
but suggests cost-benefit analysis first

0

ur telephone numbering system is
in need of reform because we are
rapidly running out of numbers.
Dr Chan Wai, assistant director for the
service companies arm of the Chamber,
explains there is an ever-increasing de
mand for numbers because:
• Both households and businesses
want more lines.
• There are many added-value ser
vices than there used to be, such as pag
ing, mobile phones, fax and data services
and information services.
• New services such as duplex ringing
requires two numbers for every line.
• HK Telephone will soon lose its
monopoly and there will be more net
work operators coming into the market.
Dr Chan, secretary of the Hong Kong
Coalition of Service Industries (HKCSI),

says the existing 7-digit numbering system
has a theoretical capacity of 999,9999
numbers. But in practice the useable
numbers are much less, e g the emergen
cy number 999 renders permutations be
ginning with 999 impossible.
Because a lot of numbers have to be
"saved" for other specific uses, the actual
capacity for telephone numbers is only
about three million. We have now got 2.8
million lines so the system is approaching
saturation or exhaustion.
The Government commissioned a
consultant to study the matter in Novem
ber 1992. A report was submitted in
February 1993. Discussion on the report
is still going on. HKCSI submitted its com
ments on the numbering plan on July 12.
The consultant recommends that with
in two years, Hong Kong should move to
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an 8-digit plan. All existing conventional
telephone numbers (except mobile, pag
ing, etc.) should have the number "2"
added as a leading digit. (Thus the Cham
ber's main line 529 9229 becomes 2529
9229).
Dr Chan explains under the new sys
tem recommended by the consultant, the
leading digit will convey "service infor
mation," that is, we shall be able to tell
from the leading digit "2" that it is a con
ventional telephone line. Those with
leading digits "800" will be for a freep
hone, "900" for an infoline. "91" for pag
ing and "94" for cellar, etc.
He says in a few years other operators
will join HK Telephone to offer telephone
services. Thus the consultant has recom
mended that there should be full portabil
ity of telephone numbers. That is, when
ever you move home or change, for in
stance, from HK Telephone to Hutchison
telephone, you are able to take your tele
phone number with you. Full portability
will mean that the leading digits will no
longer indicate area of residence.
Besides the recommended option,
there are three other options studied by
the consultant.
The HKCSI position paper on the sub
ject supports the principles in evaluating
the numbering plan but feels that a cost
benefit analysis should be conducted be
fore it can decide that the consultant's
recomm·endations are indeed the best.
HKCSI also suggests thatt hree other
points merit further consideration:
• Information privacy. H KCSI asks
would it be in the public interest for net
work operators to agree arrangements for
numbering databases under the full scruti
ny of data protection laws?
• Rather than leavinng decision mak
ing totally in the hands of the regulator,
network operators shou Id be given an op
portunity to devise a numbering alloca
tion system which reflects market needs.
• The study confines itself to number
ing for telephone services. The HKCSI
asks is anything being planned for
telecommunications numbering or ad
dressing structures for non-telephone ser
vices and is it intended that OFTA (the Of
fice of the Telecommunications Authority)
shou Id take control of these as wel I?
■

Linkage with Govt
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Chamber position paper calls for continous dialogue on franchising

C

hamber submits position paper
on franchising
The Chamber submitted a po
sition paper entitled "Improving
Competitiveness through Franchising"
to the Financial Secretary in July 1993.
In the position paper, the Chamber calls
on the government to pay more attention
to the development of franchising in
Hong Kong.
There is great potential for franchising
in the Asia Pacific region. The Chamber
has recognised this potential and estab
lished the Hong Kong Franchise Associa
tion in 1992 as the first such Association
in Asia after Japan.
In the position paper the Chamber
highlights the many advantages of fran
chising to Hong Kong, namely, improving
Hong Kong's competitiveness, enhancing
productive use of capital, providing a so
lution to the restructuring of labour, en
couraging export of services, developing
the China market, and facilitating Hong
Kong's role as a regional centre.
The Chamber calls for a concerted ef
fort from the public and private sectors to

establish Hong Kong's leading role in
franchising: "Whilst it is not Govern
ment's duty to either encourage or di.s
courage franchising in particular commer
cial sectors, we believe that government
should, first, be made aware of the devel
opment of franchising, and secondly, be
prepared, in concert with the private sec
tor, to foster franchising activities within
the parameters of a non-interventionist
government."
Specifically, the government is asked
to consider the following issues:
1. Government structure: There is at
present no appropriate department with
in Hong Kong government on matters re
lating to franchising. By contrast, in the
UK there is both a minister for small firms
(the Under Secretary of State for Con
sumer Affairs and Small Firms) and an all
party Parliamentary Group on Franchise
Development, which lend themselves
readily as the public sector focal points
for franchising matters. The Chamber
recommends that within the existing or
ganisation, some government depart
ments or branches should take an inter-
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est, if not a responsibility, in dealing with
franchising matters.
2. Legislation: There is no specific leg
islation in relation to franchising - nor is
the Chamber advocating any. However, a
number of existing laws do have a bear
ing on franchising activities, for example,
law of contract in common law, and legis
lation on intellectual property and con
sumer protection. The compendium of
existing laws which relate to franchising
should be identified, and we should en
sure that they facilitate, rather than under
mine, the development of franchising in
Hong Kong.
3. Government involve ment: The
government should consider taking on an
appropriate role in promoting franchising.
As franchising is not an industry or a sec
tor, but a form of doing business, govern
ment involvement cou Id be desirable
without prejudicing the development of
any particular sector or industry. As an
example, the Chamber suggests that the
government consider offering "franchise
training" as part of its labour retraining
scheme. This could include advice, con-
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Wang Xisan's apprentices have their unique styles
( Left 1 ) Chen Runpu - Landscapes
( Left 2 ) Liu Yizi - "Zhang Fei Forced The Enemy to
Retreat from Chengbanpo
( Middle ) Wang Guanyu - Couples In Winter
( Right 1 ) Lu Junwei - Painting of Tiger
( Right 2 ) Dong Xue - The Portriat of Queen Elizabeth II
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HKCSIREPORT
sultancy, and even loan facilities on fran
chising for workers who have been dis"'.
placed from the labour market due to
Hong Kong's economic restructuring.
4. Hong Kong Productivity Council:
The Hong Kong Productivity Council is
also involved in promoting franchising
through seminars, conferences, exhibi
tions, and consultancy services. The
Chamber welcomes this and the. Hong
Kong Franchise Association has devel
oped a close partnership with the HKPC
on a number of projects in promoting
franchising, e.g. the Franchise Exhibition
("Franchising 93") in Hong Kong a11d the
International Franchise Expo in Washing
ton. In the longer term, the Chamber sug
gests that there should be an appropriate
division of labour between them to en
sure that the resources devoted to pro
mote franchising are most effectively de
ployed.
5. Continuing dialogue: The Chamber
has sought to initiate discussion and calls
for continual dialogue on the above is
sues. The possibility of strengthening the
Ii nkage between the government, the
HKFA and the HKPC should be
continually reviewed.
■

Complaints of feeling ill by staff in offices seem
all common these days. Study had shown that
bacteria & fungi growing inside air duct-work
cause a 40% drop in productivity and a 30%
rise in absenteeism. It is the company which
suffers from the great economic loss ultrimately.

The Bactigas service provided by H KO is an
approach by using natural Australian Tea Tree
Oil to control the bacteria & fungi inside the
A/C system. It can be implemented in all
premises quickly, safely and inexpensively, just
254/sq.ft. a month*. Bactigas can help making
a positive contribution to your staffs health and
productivity at very low cost.
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For more information about our expertise
service, please call Clarence Lee at 719 7179
or complete this form and fax us at 358 0561
or 358 2291.
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HONG KONG OXYGEN & Acetylene Company Limited

DD234, Lot 317, Hang Hau, Clearwater Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
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Please provide us information or free site
study for Bactigas service.
Hong Kong Oxygen & Acetylene Co. Ltd.
FAX: 852-358-0561 or 852-358-2291

Name: ....................................................................
Title: .......................................................................
Comp_any: _.............................................................
Tel No: ................... :... Fax No: .......................
Mailing Address: ..... ,............................................
...................................................................................
....................................................................................
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L _________________ �
* Monthly rate for a 4000 sq. ft. office.
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Hutchison·AT&T Network Services:
COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS THAT GIVE YOU
MORE MILEAGE FOR YOUR DOLLAR
Hutchison-AT&T Network Services, with
the local strength and global capability of
Hutchison Telecom and AT&T, is Hong
Kong's leading source of data comm
unications solutions.

electronic data interchange (EDI).
Hutchison-AT&T Network Services also
provides packet switched data network
services, on -line information services and
customized data communications solutions.

The Company's services include AT&T
EasyLink Services' enhanced facsimile,
public and private electronic mail, and

Rely on Hutchison-AT&T Network Services
for integrated solutions that are flexible,
efficient and cost-effective.

-

■■

- Hutchison ■ AT&T
Network Services
Telecommunications from
Hutchison Whampoa and AT&T

-=-AT&T
Tel: 828-6222 Fax: 519-7832
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The future: A multi-player
market
Alex Arena promises a fair and transparent regulatory role,
letting private enterprise pick the technologies

A

lexander Arena, Director General
of Telecommunications, clarifies
in this wide-ranging interview
with T he Bulletin how his Office of the
Telecommunication Authority (OFTA) is
proceeding with evaluating the seven bid
ders' proposals for the alternative telecom
munications networks in Hong Kong by
1995 and the vision of where OFTA is try
ing to go.
He begins by saying he's had a back
ground in the formulation of public policy
for something over 20 years.
"I like to think of myself as an agent of
change, because that's where I have al
ways been - o n the leading edge of
change of industries. Being an engineer in
original training, I have always been in
high technology areas."

What sort of areas?

Alex Arena: "Electronics, radio engi
neering, etc.

•
•

"I spent a long time in the aviation in
dustry, involving high technology in an
evolving industry. In that industry I also did
things like setting up Airport Authorities,
build airports and set them out. I was with
the Civil Aviation Authority in Australia.
"I got extracted from civil engineering
to management and policy formulation. I
did a stint as the Minister's senior adviser
and that was the time in the early 80s
when we were looki ng at the
'infamous'(Ansett, TAA) two airline policy.
Then we took this decision to deregulate.
So I was involved in deregulating that in
dustry in Australia.
"After a while, in a career decision typ
ical of Hong Kong, I moved into telecom
munications because it had become clear
by the mid-80s that we had to do some
thing in terms of liberalising telecommuni
cations.
"It is true that the main players in Aus-
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tralian communications is Telecom, which
is 100% owned by the Government, and
OTC. And OTC, interestingly, was nation
alised in 1946 by the Chifley Government
and used to be owned by Cable and Wire
less. And that also was 100% Govern
ment-owned.
"We took a series of decisions to try to
introduce competition and try to break the
monopolies.
"So I have a career since about 1987 in
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telecommunications policy formulation
and regulation, having taken decisions to
deregulate telecommunications and set up
the regulatory body, which we, in fact, set
up in 1989. I then was one ofth,e first
members of that regulatory body.
"But the decisions went to including
private sector competitors. So the new car
rier in Australia is Optus. You have heard
of Optus?
Yes, managed by a man from McDon
ald's Hamburgers?

Alex Arena: "That was one of his career
appointments. Then he was with Wormalds.
"I don't think the Optus appointment
is so strange. The thing that telecommu
nications lacks is marketing. I think it has
proven to be an astute move, bringing in
somebody who knows marketing. Optus
has done quite well according to all re
ports.
"Telecommunications competition in
Australia has been a very big plus for con
sumers. Prices have tumbled. Prices are far
cheaper than they are here in Hong Kong.
Cheaper than Hong Kong?

Alex Arena: "For long distance essen
tially. Hong Kong Telecom International
(HKTI) has just reduced its prices to what
wou Id have been parity with Australia
prices. But in recent weeks Australian
prices have drifted even lower."
So when Mike Gale says his prices are
the cheapest in the world, he's not right?

Alex Arena: "It's very tough to use a
broad statement like that because some
body can always find something that's
cheaper. In general terms Mike Gale
would be right if he said HKTl's prices
were right down at the lowest level. But
there's always some off-peak pricing, there
is always some traffic route that is cheaper
than anybody else.
"It is a dynamic industry and you can
never be the cheapest all the time."
What's your vision for the industry in
Hong Kong?

Alex Arena: "I think there is an inter
mediate question. Why am I here in Hong
Kong?
"I guess you would have to go into the
heads of those who rang me up and asked
me to come here. I think the rationale is
sound if we follow this sort of line:
"Hong Kong, itself, has been moving
toward better telecommunications. Mo
bile is an example. We have four cellular
operators, 31 paging operations. It's quite
dynamic market and consumers are get
ting the benefit of that competition.
"With the local telephone company's
franchise expiring in 1995, Government is
naturally being asked the question:
'Couldn't we get the benefits of competi
tion in the domestic market?'
"The answer to that seems to be a re
sounding, 'Yes!' Therefore, let's see who is

interested in becoming a licensee.
"Once you take that decision you bring
with it a whole set of regulatory decisions.
Regulatory questions, like how do these
telephone companies connect together?
How much do they pay each other for ser
vices? How do they solve disputes?
"There are very few countries around
the world that have actually addressed
these issues. Australia happens to be one
of the few. I think it is quite natural that
Hong Kong should have cast around to
find somebody who knew something
about these issues.
"That shouldn't be interpreted as say
ing that I have been told to come to Hong
Kong with a brief to clone the Australia
regulatory system. That's quite wrong.
What I have· come to Hong Kong is with a
background of the relevant issues. With an
understanding of these issues and I have
been tasked with making sure that I max
imise the opportunities for Hong Kong
moving to competition.
"That's what I'm doing. I have seven
applications to assess for post-1995. I am
consistent with the Government's ap
proach to try to maximise competition
within whatever market constraints there
are.
"So, I have said to the parties the field
of potential outcomes now is that I either
Iicence nobody because none of the seven
meet the minimum requirements or I
could licence all seven if they all could fit
together as an industry structure. Or, I
could license any number in-between.
"I'm not about to tell the applicants
how many I'm going to license yet be
cause I haven't completed my evaluation.
In a little while the whole story might be
come clear. I'm under no particular dead
line because I think the point is to make
sure the answer is right or as close to right
as anyone can get.
"But I think that an answer by the end
of the year wou Id be right.
"That wou Id give the new Iicensees a
full year and a half to install their net
works. That is, to actually put in their ca
bles. Then by 1995 we could have real
competition straight away. The licenees
could throw their switches and away they
would go!
"So, I don't want to procrastinate the
exercise. But, on the other hand, I don't want
to be rushed into a quick licensing deci
sion which we might regret. Hong Kong
has had a few unfortunate cases in the past
like the Hong Kong Cable Consortia.
"That was an early attempt to establish
preconditions for competition by allowing
someone to rol I out a cable network so
that when 1995 came along there would
be somebody who already had the wires
to provide telephony. But that broke down
because of internal disputes within the
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consortia.

Don't Wharf have the same licence
now?
Alex Arena: It is not the same licence.

Can't they put a network together?

Alex Arena: "They can put a network
together for subscription TV. But to use
any of that network for telecommunica
tions services, they would require a
telecommunications licence. Wharf have
openly said they are one of the seven
bidders.

Wouldn't they be more qualified than
the others because they have this TV cable
network?

Alex Arena: "I don't necessarily think it
makes them more qualified. They certain
ly come to the exercise with a certain
amount of investment. There are some
synergies in going to telephony. It doesn't
necessarily mean that someone else
would come up with an equally valid net
work approach.

He would have time to build it?

. Alex Arena: "Or, time to acquire it. You
don't have to actually own your own
wires to be a telephone company. You can
lease capacity from another carrier.

Or, you can make the right intercon
nections?

Alex Arena: Or, you can make the right
interconnections. That's why interconnec
tions is the key regulatory issue. I think the
UK regime learned very bitter lessons from
interconnection.
"When Mercury was first introduced in
the early 80s insufficient attention was giv
en to interconnection. So, as a result Mer
cury could only offer services by giving
you, the customer, what became known
as the 'blue phone.' It was a phone with a
blue button on it. In the absence of the
blue button you had to dial something like
16 digits and then you could dial the
phone number you wanted.
"It is very hard to remember to dial 16
digits. With the 'blue phone' you actually
activated a memory that dialed the digits
for you. That is a ridiculous form of inter
connection. It was a full two years before
the regulatory people in the UK got some
better form of interconnection. Others,
like the Australians, learned from that and
crashed through the interconnection is
sues in a much quicker way.
"We are learning from those
experiences and we have already taken
some of the interconnection decisions.
"That comes to the point about our
new powers. The key to the new powers is
consistent with the laissez faire attitude
that allows business to get on with busi
ness. We've said the carriers should be
able to negotiate these things among
themselves as long as there isn't an anti
competitive purpose to what they are ne
gotiating and no detriment to public inter-

est, they should be allowed to simply
agree things.
"However experience indicates it is
very hard for a new player to agree any
thing with someone who has had 100%
of the market. Why would they give any
thing away?
"So you have to have some sort of cir
cuit-breaker in there. The circuit-breaker
is a well-powered regulator who can say
if you two don't sort this out, then I am go
ing to come in and tell you what the an
swer is.
"This is the crux of the powers that Leg
co gave the Telecommunications Authori
ty. It is that power, where the parties can't
agree, the Telecommunications Authority
can agree the terms and conditions and
that includes.the price of interconnection.
"That is something which I have had
personal experience with over the last two
or three years in particular. I think that,
even though I had similar power in Austra
lia, I was quite gratified in that period that
I didn't have formally to use that power.
"The existence of the power was a dis
cipline which forced the parties to come
together and when there were difficulties
the regulator could play a mediating role
to sort out the difficulties.
"I think that because the regulator has
the power, it doesn't mean he must use his
powers. I see them as reserve powers. But
nonetheless I think it is quite clear that
without the powers, that th� sort of array
of tools to assist the introduction of com
petition, then competition will fail.
"This is the reverse to the normal anti
trust situation. Where normally anti-trust
is looking at aggregation of power by
somebody who acquires a dominant po
sition and you look at trying to stop that
somebody so that you can keep competi
tion going.
"Here we have essentially the disman
tling of dominant power. Dismantling of
dominant power is something which
anti-trusts are not particularly good at. So
the best model is the one we are adopt
ing here.
"That is to empower a regulator to try
to keep the decision-making process hon
est and transparent.
"It is largely about interconnecting. But
there is another range of powers that in
cludes things like ensuring the regulator
has a sound basis for making decisions. In
formation is the key. If the regulator
doesn't know what the facts are, the regu
lator is unlikely to be able to use his pow
ers to make a proper decision.
"So, therefore, the regulator must be
able to examine and scrutinise the things
the dominant carrier may be doing. One
of those things is prices. So the regulator is
now required to look at Telecom pricing
and when they amend their prices to make
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sure the prices aren't being somehow bent
or manipulated, depending on the sort of
word you want to use.
"If competition is only concentrated in
the early days, say in 10% of the activities,
is it likely, or is it happening, that the dom
inant carrier is reducing the price in that
part of the market to kill off the competi
tion while at the same time putting up
prices in the monopoly areas.
"That usually leads to things like cross
subsidisation and predatory pricing and
those sorts of unfair market tactics. So the
regulator needs to have the powers to be
able to examine internal transactions of
the company to make sure that it is cor
rectly allocating its costs in a fair way.
"These are the sort of things that are
built in to the new Ordinance."
"I think what has happened about the
fax line service in Hong Kong is an inter
esting example of how things do change
and they need to be reviewed.
"I gather in the early to mid-80s the
Telephone Company started offering a fax
line service. And back in those days, the
telephone network was largely analogue.
If you remember the early faxes you
would sometimes get unintelligible writ
ing._That the text would be stretched. Of
ten that was because of the analogue line.
Then Hong Kong started rolling out its dig
ital network and it was able to say to its
customers if you buy this fax line service
you'll get a digital line, an entry in the fax
directory and a few other things but you
pay a separate charge for it.
"It was perfectly reasonable. The con
sumer was getting something of incremen
tal value and was prepared to pay for it.
"However, only a month or so ago
they had the Governor announcing the
full digitalised conversion of the Hong
Kong network. So we no longer have
analogue lines.
"So one could ask the question, why
should there be a difference in the ser
vice if there was no longer any analogue
lines?
"Another thing: If you went to a shop
and bought a fax machine and took it
home and connected to your ordinary
telephone line - and you know there are
many machines that work as both a tele
phone and fax line - then, you had to
pay an e x t r a mandatory charge of
HKD14 a month. And there were a num
ber of cases reported to me of Hong Kong
Telcom ringing people up and saying:
"You have got a fax machine. Don't you
know you should be paying an extra
charge?'
"I challenged the rationale for that. The
rationale went along the lines that Legco
had allowed the fax charge to be put into
the legislation. So its not an illegal charge.
But justification for the charge was some-
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thing to the effect that fax machines
should pay more because they used the
line more.
"But consumers can talk on the line for
three or four hours a n d they ar,e not
charged extra. Some consumers never use
the phone and others al I the time. But
there's no difference in the charge. So why
discriminate between a telephone line and
a fax line.
"It became clear the telephone compa
ny's position was non-sustainable and
they withdrew the charge and replaced it
with optional charges.
What are the optionable charges?
Alex Arena: " Essentially there are two
optional charges. One is for the payment
of HKD9 a month you get a package of
service and an entry in the fax directory
and some literature and a few things like
that. For HKD3 l a month you can have a
dedicated fax line which comes with an
other package of services.
"So far as I'm concerned I do not mind
any telephone company offering optional
charges as long as they explain to con
sumers what they are getting for their mon
ey and the consumer can say: 'No, I don't
think that's value for money. I would rather
put my HKD9 in a Mark V I ticket. That's a
consumer's right to make a decision.
"The main difference is that there is no
mandatory charge for anyone that con
nects a fax machine to an ordinary tele
phone line. So, if you go to a shop now,
buy a fax machine and go home and stick
it on your telephone line you should not
expect to pay any extra mandatory charge.
Alex Arena goes on to explain that, in
addition to things like spectrum manage
ment, radio equipment licensing the li
censing of telecommunications services,
OFTA is concerned with introducing com
petition and fair trading in the industry.
There is no anti-trust law in Hong Kong, so
things like fair trading have to be handled
through I icences, etc.
He says the Hong Kong telephone
numbering plan used to belong to the
Telephone Company. But it is now inap
propriate that the Telephone Company
would allocate numbers to its competitors.
So I'm taking over the numbering plan.
"Our move to an eight-digit numbering
plan for Hong Kong is something I will
control
"Importantly b LJt often forgotten is the
pro-consumer protection role of the Office
of the Telecommunication Authority
(OFTA). That is, to make sure the con
sumers know what they are getting from
any of the telephone companies - I
wouldn't want anyone to think we are sin
gling o·ut Hong Kong Telecoms that hap
pens to be the main game in town.
"The OFTA role is to make sure con
sumers are appropriately advised as to

what sort of services are available, what
they are getting from those services and
their choices.
"So the fax line issue was not a large
workload issue for us. It was one of those
issues we wanted to deal with because it
fits our mandate. It has been very widely
reported I must admit."
Alex Arena says evryone hates to lose a
monopoly. But losing a monopoly doesn't
necessarily mean business slides back
wards. AT&T now has a larger revenue
than before it was broken up.
What you are telling me is Hong Kong
Efelecom has a good future in Hong Kong?
Alex Arena: "A wonderful future. Tele
corns is no doubt what trading routes,
shipping rights, and things like that were
to the 1800s.
"What do people trade these days?
Mainly· it's information. We will witness an
enormous explosion of services of al I
sorts, wheras under the monopoly tele
phone as consumers we took what was
given to us. What's happening now is that
the industry is becoming a more regular
industry where the consumer is being em
powered. Where the consumer has a
choice and can say to this telephone com
pany I don't like your range of services be
cause they don't match my needs so I'll go
to another company.
"You then find the first company hav
ing to reposition itself. Thus the con
sumer starts to dictate what he wants and
in response telephone companies are
starting to put in all sorts of other ser
vices. Ordinary voice I ines are not the
only thing now.
Fax is obviously one. But we are also
beginning to see multimedia, a combina
tion of entertainment services, high tech
nology information services (Reuters), tele
tex, home shopping, video on demand,
pick a movie, cable TV.
"All these services are coming into
homes and by the turn of the century will
be quite commonplace. The consumer
can then choose from this menu what he
wants or doesn't want.
"So I think it is terribly important that
policy in Hong Kong has the vision to an
ticipate these developments. Not to dic
tate how they should be delivered but re
alistically to anticipate and somehow fa
cilitate an environment where a number
of different companies have a go at pro
viding these services.
"So that's why three different arms
of policy in this area are being fairly ag
gressive:
i) The first area is broadcasting policy
and subscription TV services. Note that
the Hong Kong licensee has only got ex
clusivity for three years, allowing the pos
sibility for further new players. On satellite
policy we are being fairly aggressive.
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There are something like 10-12 satellite
proposals around this part of the world.
We are already seeing AsiaSat. But you
can imagine quite a large number of addi
tional very sophisticated satellites. And
how many opportunities that creates for
Hong Kong, for providing programming,
telemetry services for controlling satellites
and really building Hong Kong's position
as a hub in this part of the world.
ii) The second area is in satellite ser
vices that we are being aggressive with
and trying to facilitate entry.
iii) The third area is telecommunica
tions. Traditionally it has been seen as tele
phony but it is much more than the tele
phone. And there we are trying to be ag
gressive by allowing a number of players
to enter the market.
"If we have got a multi-player market
and if we've got a fair regulatory regime
that allows people to build a business
without being killed off by anti-competi
tive pricing, then we are maximising the
opportunity to pick up whatever new
technologies that come along. Essentially
the fibre will be laid our in the streets to
people's homes, then it is a small load to
offer the service.
"So what we are trying to do is facili
tate the infrastructure provision and that
really is the extent of our vision. As a regu
lator and as a technologist I don't think we
should try to pick the technologies. The
technologies are far too clever, they are far
too dynamic. There could be somebody
working in a backroom now with a new

technology that could change everything.
"Therefore we try to take a technology
neutral approach and try to maximise the
opportunity for bringing it in. Let people
make the real decisions and have to sup
ply the equity.
The core of telphone network in Hong
Kong is optic fibre. But the connections to
houses and business is copper?
Alex Arena: "Most of the connections
are still twisted-pair copper. That acts as a
constraint as to how many of these multi
media applications can be supplied. How
ever there is some clever technologies be
ing employed to get band width from
twisted-pairs. But ultimately the connec
tions will have to be replaced by coaxial
cable or optic fibre to the home. There are
a lot of experiments right round the world
with fibre to the home.
"I think you will find with the second
phase (first fast-entry phase is microwave)
of Wharf's cable TV roll-out plans is for
backbone fibre. It will in time start pene
trating houses, apartment blocks, etc.
Whether they run coaxial or fibre to
junc tion points in homes is something
for them to make their own decisions
about.
"To some buildings, where there are
high data users we are already seeing fibre
being installed. Coaxial is more expensive
but the cost of cable has come down
tremendously over the years. The recy
cling of buildings in Hong Kong probably
works to its advantage in keeping a mod
ern telecommunications infrastructure. A
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lot of new buildings are being cabled with
coaxial.
"At OFTA," Alex Arena concludes,
"we are faced with a difficult period be
cause we are making this transition from
past administrative practices to a set of
administrative patterns which match
more the vision of where the industry is
going. I see it as part of my mandate to
help the regulatory apparatus here to
make the transition.
"Make it much more responsive to the
industry. Make the match between what
the industry wants and what we can de
liver. I'm trying to implement increased
transparency of decision-making so that
people aren't simply told that the answer
is this or that but told this is the way
we are thinking of going. And that they
are actually offered the opportunity to
input.
"That is, that they are consulted. And
that they have the opportunity for under
standing the reason for the decision.
"Hopefully we can establish these
practices, which the industry has told me
they would welcome and participate in
initial reaction. The first few reactions I
have found to be quite good.
"It seems that sort of approach would
help to fit better. It is not quite the partner
ship arrangement that the Singapore Gov
ernment has with industry. But it would
be more a responsive government ap
proach to what industry wants to know.
What industry understands before making
an investment."
■
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Pacific Link goes digital
Mobile phones are more a business tool than they used to be

H

enry G oldstein, president and
chief executive officer of Pacific
Link Communications Ltd, says
the company is one of the four mobile
telephone operators in Hong Kong and it
is the first to develop a digital network in
Asia. Mobile phones, he says, are much
more a business tool than they used to be.
"We launched our first network in
September of 1989. We werethe third en
try into the market. We were the first in the
world to be a third cellular operator in any
market. Generally markets have one or
two cellular operators. Now Hong Kong
has four operators. That is more than any
other place in the world."
"Today we have about 65,000 cus
tomers. We have two networks. One is
analogue. Last year we launched our digi
tal network- almost the first in the world.
There is one in Canada ahead of us.
"Our analogue network is basically full
in terms of capacity. We cut it off at
60,000 phones because you have a limit
ed amount of spectrum and the more
people you connect to any network the
more congesteed it becomes. We wanted
to maintain a good grade of service for our
customers when they make their calls.
"So we stopped at 60,000. We have
launched the new digital network for our
new customers. We have 52 base or cell
stations for analogue and 43 for digital, a
total of 95."
So there's considerable capital invested?
Henry Goldstein: "Oh yes. We have in
vested in our analogue network about
USD50 million (about HKD400 million)
and in our digital network, which we are
still expanding, about USD25 million so far.
Who is Pacific Link in terms of equity
holdings?
Henry Goldstein: "First Pacific, a pub1 ic company, has the largest block of
shares. First Pacific is owned by the Chi-
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was first, back in
nese Indonesian Salim
the early 80s.
family. It owns First
"However 95%
Pacific Bank and First
of the people in
Pacific Davies. It is
Hong Kong who
also in telecommuni
have a handheld
cations.
phone are more
"First Pacific owns
visible than in
60% of the company
and 30% is owned by
most places be
cause Hong Kong
Vod afone from UK,
the largest single sys
is such a concen
tems cellular operator
trated place. If you
in the world. The y
go to other coun
tries, like UK or the
have a mi 11 ion sub
US, most of the
scribers in the UK and
they also have invest
cellular phones are
ments in other parts of
in cars. They are
the world. They are a
car phones. Unless
Henry R Goldstein.
you are in the
spin-off of the Racal
--------------business looking
Company.
for the antennas you wouldn't notice them.
"The remaining 10% is owned by Sun
"On the other hand we do have about
H ung Kai Industries, which is a Hong
Kong investment company. Tony Fung is
240,000 cellar phones in service in Hong
the managing director."
Kong built up in the course of about six
years. So that's pretty respectable.
On a per capita basis Hong Kong is
"It's a cultural thing that the Chinese
one of the biggest users of telecommuni
like to talk. Hong Kong has one of the
cations d e vices. It s e e m s to t a k e to
highest ratings for cellular phones in terms
telecommunications like ducks to water?
of minutes per month used.
Henry Goldstein: "Certainly in paging.
"On the other hand, I think it is also
Hong Kong has the highest percentage of
part of the business culture. Especially
any population in the world using a
small Hong Kong businessmen don't like
pager."
to miss a business opportunity. That's why
Are you in paging?
75% of our customers also have a pager.
Henry Goldstein: "We are in a way.
We own 51 % of a company that is in in
"They want always to be in touch. It's
like the empty airline seat. If they miss a
ternational paging. A company called,
sale or a deal they know somebody else is
Skytelecom.
going to get it."
"For cellular telephones only about
It's the entrepreneurial spirit?
4 .5% of the population has a phone.
Henry Goldstein: "Exactly. I think may
That's as high as the United States but it is
be originally cellular phones were a nov
not the highest in the world. For instance,
in Sweden it is 9%. Generally the percent
elty or a status symbol in Hong Kong. But
today they are much more a business tool
age of the population using a cellular
than they were two or three years ago."
phone has followed the length of time that
They are becoming more portable?
the service has been available. Sweden
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Henry Goldstein: "Much smaller and
they have a longer battery life now."
Why is there so many relatively expen
sive charge-by-the-call cellular phones
when the quarterly fee fixed phone is so
relatively inexpensive?
Henry Goldstein: "T he fixed phone)s
okay if you stay at your desk. But a lot of
people in this part of the world are moving
around all day long."
With a mobile phone you have quite a
monthly bill, don't you?
Henry Goldstein: "It depends how
much you use it. Our most -popular plan
costs subscribers HKD570 a month and
they get 100 minutes free. T he first 100
minutes are included in the HKD 570.
T hen it is HKD1.95 a minute after that.
Hong Kong used to boast it had the
cheapest telephones in the world?
Henry Goldstein: "On a fixed basis
Hong Kong is still the cheapest."
T he way around that, is to introduce
mobile phones and make users get used to
paying by the call?
Henry Goldstein: "Hong Kong Tele
com, that operates the fixed rate phone,
also is one of the mobile phone operators.
But I think what you have got to recognise
is that HK Telcom now makes a lot of
money from its IOD service. T hey sub
sidise the fixed-rate home phone and the
fixed-rate business phone through their
IDD charges."
But Hong Kong Telecom didn't always
own and operate Hong Kong Telephone?
H enry Goldstein: "T he Telephone
Company is now Cable and Wireless's
crown jewel. T hat's because of its I DO
revenue."
What about fax?
Henry Goldstein: "Fax is probably as
popular as any place in the world, if not
more so. I have never I ived anywhere
where there are so many fax machines,
even in homes. It has become a very com
mon way of communicating in Hong Kong.
Again, part of that is that local calls are free.
You can send a
and it doesn't cost you
anything for using the line. It is not like that
elsewhere in the world. In UK or Australia,
for example, you pay line time."
Henry Goldstein says he began in com
munications as a lawyer in Washington. I
was 9 radio-TV lawyer with a firm in
Washington. We practised before the Fed
eral Communications Commission. T hen
somebody lured me away into the cable
TV industry. I moved to California and I
was in the cable-TV industry for about 12
years developing ..cable TV around the
United States.
"T hen I went to Europe as one of the
founders of a company that established in
ternational toll-free calling. We set up a
company in Switzerland. I was there for
11 years. I established a company which is

fax

still in existence, called Service 800.
"Finally I decided it was time to go
back to the US for a while. I went back
and I was in the paging business. W ith
some friends, we put together a paging
company throughout the US, based in
Denver, Colorado.
"We sold that company and somebody
said how would I like to go to Hong Kong
and get into the cellular telephone busi
ness? I had been in Hong Kong once long
ago when I was in the US Navy. I didn't
recognise the place when I came this time.
"I have been in telecommunications
over 30 years. I began in the legal side.
But I wanted to get into management. I
never regretted the change but you are
right being a lawyer in the industry is a
good background.
Henry Goldstein is a member of the
Telecommunication Committee of the
Hong Kong Coalition of Service Industries
(HKCSI). He says: "We were very involved
when the Government amended the Tele
phone Ordinance and set up this new Of
fice of Telecommunications Authority
(OFTA). Our committee put together a po
sition paper and made a presentation to
Legco.
"I think that the establishment of OFTA
is a good idea. Telcommunications in the
last 10 years has become a much more so
phisticated business. It now requires
someone who has some expertise. Mr
Alex Arena has the necessary background.
He's been a good move for Hong Kong.
"T he cellular telphone operators have
customers that use 100. Until 1 August
this year we had to turn over all the 100
revenue we collected from our customers
to Hong Kong Telecom whether or not we
got paid. We had to pay Hong Kong Tele
com the whole bill.
"This new legislation allows us to con
nect directly to Hong KoJJg Telecom Inter
national and not have to go through Hong
Kong Telecom. We have got a share of the
revenue now."
What share?
Henry Goldstein: "Our share is 8.19%.
It is not a lot but at least we don't have to
pay for the bad debts. And it's a start in
helping break up the monopoly.
"Actually we are giving 5% of our
8.19% back to our customers."
I have an interview with Mr Arena next
week. What should I ask him?
John Goldstein: "I think you should ask
him what kind of vision he has for the de
ve I opme nt of telecommunications in
Hong Kong?
"Before he came here, the Government
invited applications for licences for a sec
ond fixed network. I think there are six ap
plicants. Mr Arena is in the process of de
ciding how many of those licences to
grant. T hat will be competition for Hong

Kong Telecom.
"Mr Arena is a strong believer in com
petition."
Are you one of the applicants?
Henry Goldstein: "Yes, we are one of
the applicants."
Who else?
Henry Goldstein: "Well, they never of
ficially announced the applicants. But we
know that a new consortium of OT C and
Australian Telecoms is one; W harf Com
munications is one; INFA, which is a
Hong Kong company is another. Champi
on Technologies is one; and we think
Hutchison is an applicant, but we are not
sure. T here may be others.
"Mr Arena has said the Government
will grant anything from zero to six li
cences. I think he is trying to decide right
now how many."
Does it mean the telephone network
will be divided up?
Henry Goldstein: "No. It means it de
pends upon whatever proposal each of the
applicants put in. T hey will give some lev
el of competition to Hong Kong Telecom.
Hong Kong Telecom will retain its own in
frastructure.
"But Wharf, for example, that is build
ing its own cable TV system all over the
territory will, if they get a licence, build a
telephone network as a backbone to that.
So they will have basically a second tele
phone network all over the territory.
"Our proposal is more aimed at the
business community which is located near
our 95 base stations around the territory. It
enhances the kind of services we can offer
our customers.
"I don't know what the other appl ica
tions are. Different applications may have
different approaches to the market.
"An interconnect agreement will have
to be worked out with Hong Kong Telecom.
OFTA has said if one of the parties cannot
work out an interconnect agreement, then
OFTA will intercede as an arbitrator."
Henry Goldstein says Pacific Link's
most recent venture is in an international
paging company, called Skytel. "We own
51%. It's a network that gives its customers
the ability to be paged when they are out
of-town in Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia
or the US, for instance.
"We just started that a c o uple of
months ago. It's part of a network that be
gan in the US by an American company,
named Mtel. T hey have about 200,000
subscribers in the US and they are starting
to build a worldwide network.
We have a sister company, called Pa
cific Telelink that is involved in CT 2,
which is the one-way telephone business
and they are primarily owned by First Pa
cific and Vodafone. T hey launched their
service back in March and it is doing quite
well."
■
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After 1995: HK
Telecom confident

Mike Gale thinks competitive environment will be no different
to what it is today with competing mobile telephone services

M

ichael (Mike) Gale, chief execu�
tive officer of Hong Kong Tele
com, is pretty confident he will
still have the majority of his customers
when a second - or even a third - tele
phone network is up and running in 1995.
He says his company accepts Govern
ment policy in respect of competition in
1995 when the company's exclusive li
cence to provide a fixed-line network ser
vice expires.
Mike Gale thinks the competitive envi
ronment will be no different to what it is
today between competing mobile tele
phone services.
He believes there are very few carriers
in the world, if any, whose rates are
cheaper than Hong Kong Telecom. He
says it's no secret that Hong Kong Telecom
wants one day to have equity joint ven
tures in the ownership and management
of the China telecommunications infras
tructure. He thinks there may be a gradual
involvement of foreign participation in the
provision of value-added services.
He sees post-1997 as an era of oppor
tunity for investors in China rather than an
era of risk.

In a wide-ranging interview with The
Bulletin, Mike Gale, who is a member of

the Chamber's 24-member general com
mittee, says the early origins of Cable and
Wireless (C&W), from which Hong Kong
Telecom has sprung, were in private enter
prise and not government ownership.
Sir John Pender was one of the original
names in C&W. He and some colleagues
of his made the initial entrepreneurial in
vestment in submarine cable systems
around the world. It was after that the
British Government nationalised all the
companies that today form C&W.
They were nationalised to provide
telecommunications to the colonies and
put them on the international trade map?

Mike Gale: "Correct. But it was Pen
der's private sector initiative in the first
place."
C&W came to Hong Kong for this
same purpose. It had a monopoly. Why
can't you claim you are partly responsible
for the economic success of this place?

Mike Gale: "I think we do. But may be
we don't beat the drum loudly enough. I
think there is no doubt that if it weren't for
the advanced state of the telecommunica-
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Mike Gale.
iii�tt

tions services in Hong Kong and the com
petitive prices that we were able to offer
to Hong Kong customers, compared with
any other carriers in the region, then
Hong Kong would not have developed
quite the way it has.
"We are only one element in that total
equation of making Hong Kong a good
place to do business. A place that is more
competitive than anywhere else in the re
gion. There are other factors to consider
when you look at how competitive Hong
Kong is compared with, say Singapore or
Taiwan.
"If you're looking at Hong Kong as an
inward investor or as a potential inward
investor you would take into account the
state of the telecommunications infras
tructure. But there are lots of other things
you would have to factor into the equa
tion, including labour costs, land, etc."
You could extend to China this assess-
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ment of what you have to examine as a
potential investor?
Mike Gale: "We could."

What would be the benefits to the Chi
nese telecommunications infrastructure?
Mike Gale: "I guess we would have to
start with the Open Door policy of the late
70s because prior to that, though we had
correspondent relationships - in other
words we did originate calls from here and
deliver them into China and vice versa it was a fairly limited amount of traffic.
"So it wasn't until China began its
Open Door policy in the late 70s that we
then had an opportunity to go in, meet the
people at the other end face to face and
talk about planning how we could devel
op the telecommunications infrastructure
between the Mainland and Hong Kong.
And also, how we, C&W - now Hong
Kong Telecom - could help develop the
telecommunications infrastructure, partic
u I arly in Guangdong Province, so we
could facilitate economic growth between
those two territories."

Without the power from China Light,
industrial investors from Hong Kong
wouldn't have been able to manufacture
as they have done in Guangdong. And
without your telecommunications they
wouldn't have been able to sell what they
manufactured?
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Mike Gale: "That's true. It would have
happened but it wou Id have taken a lot
longer. They wouldn't have progressed as
quickly as they have.
"So starting in 1978-9 the Manager of
C&W Hong Kong branch (as it then was)
and I went to Bei jing to speak to our
counterparts and from there we came
down to G uangdong to speak to o ur
counterparts there. Really, that was the
start of our developing a closer working
relationship.
"Since that time, throughout the 80s
and until now, we have made investments
in China. Those investments are not equi
ty investments in the sense that we formed
consortia or joint venture.
"They have been investments in pro
ject financing and indeed, in the early
days, not just the financing of telecommu
nications projects but involvement of our
own staff working with people on the
Mainland to install microwave links and
cable links, etc. to help get that basic in
frastructure in place.
"So we have done project financing.
We have done training. A lot of inter
change of staff in a training sense. In fact,
right now, we are still providing manage_
ment training to very senior members in
China's Teleommunications Administra
tion because they like to see the way we
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have done things here. They like to build
on the successful things we have done
here. Obviously they want to import those
ideas into the Mainland.
"Al I those investments have taken
money and time and people's effort and
they will go on.
"We have also done technology trans
fer. We have taken technology from here
and supplied it to China sometimes on a
commercial basis, sometimes by looking
at where such a transfer would help gen
erate traffic between China and Hong
Kong and help Hong Kong businessmen
to communicate more easily with their
potential partners in China, their cus
tomers or their joint venture partners.
- "What we have tried to do is anticipate
where the Hong Kong businessman will
go in China and help, by working with our
counterparts over there, to develop those
telecommunications links between Hong
Kong and China and also within the tele
communications infrastructure of China.
"That objective continues today. Obvi
ously, ultimately we do have and its no se
cret - an ambition that we wi 11 one day
have equity joint-venture relationships
with our counterparts in China."

You have some already, don't you?

Mike Gale: "We have two which were
set up as an experiment in the very early
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80s. One was in Shenzhen, the Shenda
Telephone Company, in which C&W has
49% equity and another one called,
Huaying, a company set up originally to
serve the oil exploration industry, provid
ing communications between the offshore
oil rigs in the South China Sea and the
Mainland.
"The Huaying equity arrangement is
49-51 %. The Mainland partners, with
51%, are a Mainland State-owned oil
company and the Guangdong Post and
Telecoms Bureau. It operates in a small
way out of Guangdong province and it
has potential for growth. Huaying has ex
tended its scope of operations. It offers ra
dio paging services as well as other com
munications services. But it is still relative
ly a smal I company.
"But the Shenda joint-venture which is
the larger of the two has changed its na
ture. We are no longer involved in the
management and operation. We only had
our staff resources there for about two and
a half years until the Mainland Chinese
were in a position to take it over and run it
themselves."

Turning to Hong Kong, CITIC has an
interest in Hong Kong Telecom?

Mike Gale: "CITIC has an interest in
Hong Kong Telecom, part of which is by
covered warrants (6%). At the present
time I think CITIC own about 18.5% in
cluding the covered warrants. C&W own
58.5% roughly and the rest is in the hands
of the pub I ic. Part of the pub I ic float is
held by Hong Kong investors and part of it
by US investors.
"There is a great deal of interest from
US investors in the public flotation. They
can access it in two ways. We are I isted
on the New York Stock Exchange, so they
can buy our stock directly through the
New York Exchange or they can buy it di
rectly through the Hong Kong Exchange."

W h o buys it in Amer i c a ? Mos t ly
telecommunications people?

Mike Gale: "No, American institution
al investors, pension funds, that type of
thing and between them, they have about
half the public float. The US investment
community has a considerable proportion
of the public float which makes us an in
ternational company."

Where do you rank in the world as an in
ternational telecommunications company?

Mike Gale: "In physical size we are a
very small fraction of the size of AT & T.
AT&T is in financial terms and in terms of
human resources many more times our
size. We are a relatively small telecomm
nunications company. But probably we
are in the top 10 of the world's telecom
munications companies.
"The profile goes from very large com
panies like AT&T down to relatively small
companies like ours in the top 10. In that .
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grouping we are probably about No 9 or
No 10. But in terms of what we do for our
customers we are as advanced as even the
biggest teleommunications company. That
is, in terms of the spectrum of services we
offer and in terms of the competitive pric
ing of those services.
"If I could talk about pricing since you
touched on it earlier:
"We operate now out of Hong Kong to
212 different countries around the world.
As of now, it is always cheaper for you to
call from Hong Kong to anyone of those
212 than it is to call from the distant end
into Hong Kong. There are very few tel
com mu n ications companies in the
world, if any other than us, that can make
that claim."
How do you succeed in doing it? Don't
you have an agreement with the people on
the other end to charge the same?
Mike Gale: "No we don't. In fact, there
never has been an agreement that we
would charge the same. For example, until
recently a cal I from Japan to Hong Kong
probably would cost you three times as
much as a call from Hong Kong to Japan."
But Mike Gale explains in making this
comparision the ratios may, of course,
change according to the exchange value
from day-to-day of the two currencies.
But it might well be, he says, if two
places were starting to operate a new ser
vice today and they were the same size,
then they might well say we'll charge our
customers the same.
"Still it is entirely up to them and entire
ly up to us what we charge our customers."
So you could continue to make the
claim you are continuing to keep your
prices the cheapest in the world?
Mike Gale: "Absolutely. And it is a
very valid claim. Our investment into the
telecommunications infrastructure in
Hong Kong doesn't wane either. It grows
year on year.
"This year we are investing something
like HKD4 billion into the expansion, the
modernisation and the development of
the telecommunications facilities in Hong
Kong and externally to Hong Kong.
"Externally, because we buy into new
submarine cable systems, build new sub
marine cable systems and put up new
satellite communications systems, as well
as obviously developing internally the lo
cal infrastructure within Hong Kong.
"So that's a huge investment."
What would be your total investment?
Gale: "Let me say what we've done
over the last five years since we formed
Hong Kong Telecom as a company. We
started off looking at an investment of
about HKD2.5 billion in the first year and
it has risen slowly over that five-year peri
od to about HKD4 billion now. I would
expect that investment would continue at

least at that current rate into the foresee
able future."
Perhaps you could explain exactly
what Hong Kong Telecom embraces as a
company?
Mike Gale: "HK Telecom was listed in
February, 1988. It is actually a combina
tion of what was the Hong Kong Tele
phone Company (a then pub I icly I isted
company) and Cable and Wireless
(C&W), the international communications
carrier. So the two compa nies w ere
merged to form HK Telecom. The Hong
Kong Government, which had at that time
20% of C&W, then started to divest their
interest in HK Telecom. Now there is no
Government shareholding at all. HK Tele
com is a completely publicly quoted com
pany with a few major shareholders."
Alex Arena, the new Government regu
lator, is said to be considering proposals for
a second telecommunications network in
Hong Kong. What is your view about all this
as the current exclusive network holder?
Mike Gale: "The Government policy,
in respect of competition for the fixed line
telephone service, was a decision taken
qefore the arrival of Alex Arena. We ac
cept that policy and after 1995, when the
Telephone Company's cumtntly exclusive
licence to provide that fixed-line service
expires, there will be competing tele
phone companies just as there are today
competing telephone companies in the
provision of mobile telephone services.
"There are four such companies and
five licences have been issued. One com
pany has two licences and the rest one
each. That's the competitive environment
we've grown up in and it will be no differ
ent when you have competing fixed-line
services. So customers wi 11 be able to
choose to make their telephone calls
through HK Telecom or whatever compa
ny wi II be Iicensed to provide that service
in the future.
"I'm pretty confident we're efficient we could be more efficient and we are
never complacent. There are always op
portunities to improve efficiency and to
improve service to customers. We are de
veloping a new billing system at the mo
ment which hopefully will provide cus
tomers with a much better billing service
than they have had hitherto. It also will
enable us to provide them with an even
more innovative range of services. Give
them greater choice than they have today.
"I'm pretty confident we will still have
the majority of our customers even when
a second and a third telephone network is
up and running."
And further development with China?
Mike Gale: "Yes, as I said earlier, I look
forward to the opportunity to participate
in China on an equity basis in the owner
ship and the management of telecommu-

nications network and services. But their
regulatory regime at the moment pre
cludes any foreign party from doing that.
The only examples of foreign participa
tion are those two I quoted earlier which
were very much an experimental phase in
the early 80s soon after the open door
policy began.
"I believe that we will see a gradual in
volvement of foreign participation in what
I would call the value added telecommu
nications services, perhaps in radio pag
ing services, perhaps in provision of infor
mation services using their State-owned
network for delivering the information.
And then, progressing from thenv perhaps
into equity participation may be into mo
bile telecommunication services and
then, in the longer run, perhaps into fixed
line telecommunications networks. I think
that's an evolutionary process.
In other words using your expertise,in
vestment and infrastructure to make mon
ey for them?
Mike Gale: "To make money for both
of us. I think there has to be mutual bene
fit in all these things. We are obviously in
business to make money for our share
holders but also in business to serve our
customers. So the benefits would accrue
to the businessman and the community of
Hong Kong in terms of communicating
with their counterparts in China.
"One thing I'm asked very often by
people not in the telecommunications in
dustry but who look at our industry be
lieving there is growth potential for the fu
ture. They always accept there is potential
for growth but always seem to be con
cerned about Hong Kong and China rela
tionships.
"What I would reiterate is: Yes, there is
potential for growth. I think we are partic
ularly well-placed here in Hong Kong
being right on the doorstep of China, being

Continued on page 53
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Quality assurance and reliability is
the ke y to computer communications.
It's h e lp ed Hayes s e ll more modems
and communications software for personal
2-Years Warranty
computers than any other company in the world. Now, we 've
take n this commitme nt and cre ate d an extre me ly
affordable mode m calle d OPTIMA.
SPECIAL FEATURES. OPTIMA standalone data/FAX
modems offer speeds of 2400, 9600 and 14,400 bps.
Automatic Feature Negotiation selects the best combination of
data speed, error-control, and data compression for
throughputs of up to 57,600 bps to save big dollars on
phone charges. To save even more money, Hayes™
AutoSync eliminates the need for buying
IMPIOVII fSCAPf Sf OfNCI
special adapter cards to communicate
,t ■
e
;�a��d;:o��= ����t��;t
1
-=ion and compatibility, OPTIMA includes
■"" •
the Hayes patente d Improved Escape LICENSED u.s. PAm1 4,5,s,302

\

Se quence with Guard Time and
Hayes Standard AT Command
Se t. Just some of the features
COMPUTERWORLD
1/S BRA.'\IJ PRE! ERlNCE
that he lped Hayes win the
Computerworld 1992 1/S
Brand Pre ference Award in
8 cate gories.
EXTRA BENEFITS. All this low-pric e d re liability
is packe d with our famous Smartcom™ software to
help you communicat e easily in minutes. And, of
cours e , OPTIMA is HK Te le com NCC C e rtifi e d.
Call (852) 887-6836 for your nearest dealer or
product literature. The
global technology of
Hayes. The affordable
features of OPTIMA.
For peace-of-mind, make
Why settle for anything less?
your next modem a
Hayes products have the computer
world talking. More than ever.
Hayes OPTIMA.

(DHayes·

©1993 Hayes Microcomputer Product, Inc., 39/F, Unit B, Manulife Tower, 169 Electric Road, North Point, Hong Kong
Authorised Distributors: Hong Kong Telecom CSL Limited Tel: 803 3925 Fax: 886 5336
Tech Pacific (HK) Limited Tel: 564 9200 Fax: 561 6537
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Hayes modems explained
The device that is to the computer what the handset is to the telephone

A

lfred Li is Manager, Technical
Support, at the regional office of
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Inc in Hong Kong. What he has to say at
tests to how Hong Kong's own sophistica
tion has grown in the Information Tech
nology (IT) field.
He holds his position with this impor
tant American firm, that has helped devel
op IT worldwide, on the knowledge Al
fred learned in getting his science degree
in electrical engineering, after majoring
in computers and communications, at the
University of Hong Kong and from 10
years of practical local experience.
First, Alfred explains that in the com
puter market, Hayes is best known as a
modem company. It has been manufac
turing modems for over 10 years and it
makes the best known and most compati
ble modem in the world.
Its modem has grown in compatibilty
to over 60 countries. Its headquarters and
manufacturing facility is in Atlanta, Geor
gia. It is still privately owned. Its other re
gional headquarters offices, besides Hong

Kong, are in London and Paris. It has a
technical service station in Beijing.
Hayes also keeps bewildering the
computer world with new leaps forward

Alfred Li

*m•

about every two months in the speed of its
modems (how fast the modem can transit
data), which says something for its in
creasing cost efficiency.
Alfred Li, smiles with competitive zeal,
and says: "When modems are mentioned,
the question immediately arises: Is it a
Hayes compatible? If the answer is no,
then don't use it!"
In the words of Hayes own corporate
background publicity supplied by Kitty
Wan, Marketing Communications Man
ager, in the Hong Kong regional office:
"In the mid-70s Dennis C Hayes saw a
power in the microcomputer far beyond
simple word processing or spreadsheets.
A power that through connectivity would
allow people to communicate through
computers, transfer data from remote lo
cations and transform companies into
global operations."
In other words he saw the vision of
one aspect of the birth of IT.
Hayes built his modem, which Alfred
explains, is to the computer what the tele
phone handset is to a telephone conver-
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sation. Hayes, a sort of modern-day Edi
son, enabled computers to exchange in
formation anywhere in the same way as a
telephone handset enables you to talk
through a line or radio link to anybody in
the world with a similar handset at the
other end.
In other words, the modem does all
the signal conversion.
Alfred Li goes on to say Hayes Micro
computer Products Inc. now does more
than manufacture modems.
He says: "We position ourselves as a
computer communications company. It
means we are not only modem manufac
turers, we manufacture products specifi
cally for computer comunications."
"Modems are the mainstream of our
products. But we have communications
softwares from Hayes which prepare the
data and instruct the modem how to per-

Hayes
Optima &
Fax Modems.
:M�ilil�AA�ff

form. We offer a total solution for the user.
Alfred Li explains Hayes has a local
area network (Ian) operating system
which it launched about a year ago. It al
lows you to connect multiple computers
together to do communications and to
share resources.
"We also have ISDN (integrated sur
face digital network) products that can be
connected to digital networks, now
emerging in the United States and other
advanced countries as the world begins to
convert from analogue."
"From the Hayes point of view we
have always looked at the global applica
tion of communications. Now you need
the product to allow you to communicate
throughout the world not in just your own
city and through all other brands of
modems.
"Several years ago we began designing
our products to global requirements. The
modem is interfaced to the telephone net-
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work and requires approval from each
country that it conforms with their own
specifications.
"Hayes began by collecting the speci
fications of 30 countries in designing its
modem. It now conforms with the specifi
cations of over 60 countries.
"We have a series of products called
ultra modems designed to global require
ments. It is approved by over 60 countries
in the world.
"The user in Hong Kong can buy an
ultra and the user in the UK can buy an
other with the same features and get on
with the job of communicating through
computers. A corporation can standardise
on a single series brand worldwide."
Alfred Li explains Hayes regional of
fice in Hong Kong takes care of the whole
Asia/Pacific. We appoint distributors in
each country such as Japan, Korea, the
PRC, Taiwan, Thailand, Singapore,lndia,
Pakistan, Australia and New Zealand.

"We have a support team here to sup
port our distributors."
Before the establishment of Hayes
own regional office in Hong Kong, Hayes
was selling its modems through CSL, the
Telephone Company subsidiary.
Alfred Li gives a few tips on modems:
He says; "When a user wants to buy a
modem, he should know what he really
needs. Speed of transfer of information is
one of the major needs. In the market
there are lots of different models. Current
ly the standard maximum speed that is
available in the market is 14,400 bites per
second. There are 1960 as wel I 2400
modems. High long-distance charges can
be quickly recovered by using the high
speed modem.
"Fax capabilty is nowadays built into
modems and the user should consider
whether he wishes to buy extra fax fea
tures with his modem purchase. It means
you can use the modem for transmitting
data or transmiting fax through a fax ma
chine. Software will help you convert a
computer document into a fax. There is
no need to print a hard copy for transmis
sion through your fax machine.
Alfred Li says Hayes provides a cus
tomer service. It gives telephone advice
on operating. All Hayes modems carry
two years warranty and within those two
years when customer products are faulty
Hayes provides a repair service.
"We know that the customer may re
quire his modem for very frequent use.
The user cannot have his link broken
down for a long time. So the service level
that we provide is replacement instead of
a repair service. T he customer returns the
unit and we give them a replacement with
three working days.
"In fact 99% of the exchange of units
is done in the same day."
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oom for development of applica
t ion software in Hong Kong is
great as the market is not mature
enough, says Adam Lok, System Consul
tant of FlexSystem Limited.
FlexSystem Limited started its business
in 1983, initially producing tailor-made
software according to the requirements of
the clients.
Adam Lok says they found the devel
opment of such tailor-made software very
restricted. So they turned to develop
some standard software a few years later.
He says: "At that time, most of the soft
ware houses were doing tailor-made soft
ware which involves a lot of work like un
derstanding the requirements and work
ing environment of the clients, providing
supporting manuals and training client
staff. It might take you several months to
complete one job.
"If we want to grow, we cannot solely
depend on such tailor-made software. So
we turned to develop a standard software
package which requires minimum modifi
cation for different clients.
"We know it takes a long time to de
velop a standard package, so we have to
be accurate as to what kind of software
should be developed."
Adam Lok says among different as
pects of office automation such as word
processing or data processing, application
like order processing, accounting and in
ventory control has not yet been dominat
ed by famous brands.
They then started with accounting,
with particular emphasis on financial
management which includes financial
analysis on different levels. They finally
came out with the product, "F lexAc
count.11
He says: "The FlexAccount Version 5
has become very mature after eight years
of development. Until now, we have al
ready 500 installations.
"From our latest information, 40 out of
400 listed companies in Hong Kong are
using our FlexAccount. In other words,
we share about 1 0% of the market with
respect to the listed companies in Hong
Kong.
"Among those 40 listed companies,
more than half of them are new clients.
Last year, we had a revenue growth of
120%.

"With the introduction of FlexAccount
Version 6 later this year, we hope to in
crease our share in the local market."
Adam Lok says due to the severe com
petition in the computer industry, the de
velopment of computer hardware is a lot
faster than the software.
"In order to cope with the rapid devel
opment of computer hardware, we con
tinue to study the program language and
develop a new programming environ
ment, which facilitates our writing of pro
grams."
The System Consultant says apart from
producing software, they also provide
consultation and downsizing service. The
demand of the latter increased sharply re
cently.
"Some large companies, which have
automated their offices at the early days
of computerisation, are still using some
large or medium size comp-.1ters.
"Since the computer software as well
as hardware have been developed so
rapidly, they have to eventually change to
use some micro or personal computers.
"Moreover, as they find it not justifi
able to maintain an in-house computer
department, most of the companies have
contracted out their program writing jobs
to the outside software houses.
"We have met some clients who do
not have much computerisation concept.
"I think the users in Hong Kong are not
mature enough to select reasonably a soft
ware or a computer suitable for them, es
pecially when the qua I ity of software
varies much.
"Many companies which are currently
using accounting software may find what
they are using is not capable enough.
They may want to change to other soft
ware.
"So we can see the market of software
development in Hong Kong, especially
the accounting software, is very big.
Looking to the future, Adam Lok says
they will first consolidate their position to
become the leader in providing financial
management solution in Hong Kong, not
only in the PC environment, but also in
the mini and even to the mainframe envi
ronment.
He says: "We have already appointed
a qualified distributor in Singapore and
we hope by appointing distributors and
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Bowring
edits
The China
Investor

P

hilip Bowring, former editor of
the Far Eastern Economic Re
view, has edited, The China
Investor, a comprehensive guide for
China investors, published by Asia Pa
cific Directories Ltd and now on sale at
book stores for HKD350 (USD45).
Collaborators with Bowring are re
searchers Jane Parry, fluent in Mandarin
and a freelance writer who has followed
the track records of new ventures on the
Mainland; and David Blaisdell, a gradu
ate of the John Hopkins University-Nan
j ing University Centre who has inter
viewed and written about foreign busi
ness in China.
Bowring, himself, has been watching
and analysing the subject for 20 years.
The book is objectively written and
gives reliable information to its readers.
The China Investor explains the pro
cedures and the differences for investors
who pick the sharemarkets in Shanghai
and Shenzhen. It says how far you can
trust the accounts and profit forecasts of
Chinese firms. It explains what are the
foreign exchange risks in investing in a
country with a non-convertible curren
cy. Are there s pecial attractions for
Hong Kong, Taiwan and Chinese in
vestors?
The China Investor asks and answers
all the practical questions involved in
direct portfolio investement in China.
It says many believe, however, that
the best and safest long-term bet in
China is not in shares but in property.
Developers are pouring in. Should indi
vidual investors do likewise? The book
asks and answers questions on property
investment.
One of the most valuable parts of
The China Investor is that it looks at
each SEZ, coastal province and the
major growth centres to see how they
compare. It looks at the ways to set up
in these areas.
For an objective account of how the
growth centres developed, the book
alone is worth adding to your bookshelp.
■
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Management System and Manufacturing
Control System.
"In other words, we will have a few
kinds of complete software coming to the
market to cover different industries and
sectors in the next few years."
■
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Gateway to Europe
With its geographically prime location, the Netherlands acts as a gateway to Europe

H

endrik van Pesch, Consul Gener
al of the Netherlands, says with
its prime location and its modern
distribution facilities, the Netherlands is
the gateway to Europe.
Last year affected by the worldwide re
cession, the Dutch economy had a GDP
growth of only 1.7%. Both trade and in
vestment slowed down.
But in comparison with other countries
in Europe, the Netherlands was, relatively
speaking, positive because there was still
some growth at least, says the Consu I
General.
The economic slowdown did not af
fect much its trade with other countries.
He says: "It's because we have good trade
relationship with other parts of the world.
"We are a trading nation. Basically we
are traders but we also provide a lot of
services in the financial sector.
"If you compare us with France, which
is a more industrial country and focuses
less on service, we are less affected by the
recession."

The total trade value between Hong
Kong and the Netherlands in 1992
amounted to USD3, 124 mi11 ion, repre
senting a growth of 32% over 1991.
Imports from the Netherlands in
creased sharply by 63% to USD1 ,245
million while domestic exports decreased
by 7% to USD625 million and reexports
was 35% up at USD1,254 million. Hong
Kong, thus, has a trade surplus with the
Netherlands of USD634 million.
Clothing continued to be the leading
export item with semi-conductors, elec
tronic valves and tubes, office machines,
watches and clocks among other princi
pal export items.
Hendrik van Pesch says: "Hong Kong
exports to Netherlands declined last year
but our Netherlands exports to Hong
Kong grew enormously. I think that is the
general trend. Hong Kong is shifting from
a more industrlal base to a service base."
He says basically there are no major
obstacles in the bilateral trade between the
Netherlands and Hong Kong except one.

"One of the obstacles we meet is that
my country is not as well known as, for
instance, United States, Britain or Japan.
So in that respect, we have to do more
work to make ourselves better known to
the Hong Kong people.
"We do this through seminars and by
helping Dutch traders and manufacturers
who come to Hong Kong to promote their
products."
Hendrik van Pesch says Holland's
prime location makes it a distribution
centre in Europe and can help foreign in
vestors to expand their market in Europe.
"As you know, we have a unified mar
ket starting from January, in which we
play a very good role.
"We tel I the Hong Kong customers,
who are not yet active in the European
market, to come to us and we can show
them some figures and information.
"We have good distribution facilities
and we can help you to expand the mar
ket in Europe, not only in the Nether
lands, but also to other countries. That's
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NETHERLANDS
basically the message we will give to ev
erybody in Hong Kong.
He says 50% of the road transport fa
cilities in Europe are operated by Dutch
companies. "We have already established
quite well our distribution system.
"Within the unified market we are not
confined to carrying goods from the
Netherlands to other countries. We are al
lowed to transport goods anywhere with
in the Common Market, for instance, we
can transport goods from France and Ger
many.
"We have large support from Europe's
road networks. We have good storage fa
c i Ii ties good links with all parts of the
world by rail, by road and by ship.
"We are at the edge of the Rhine River.
The river goes into Germany, from which
you can even go to the Black Sea.
"So for large goods or heavy goods of a
large quantity, it is cheaper to ship. You
can ship almost everywhere in Europe.
We have a good system and an excellent
port too."
On the investment side, the Consul
General says Hong Kong and the Nether
lands have signed an agreement on the
encouragement and protection of invest
ment, providing a framework for both
governments to make a favourable envi
ronment for investors in both ways.
"We are the only country that has
signed this agreement and it will come
into force next month and will last, in
principle, for 20 years."
Hendrik van Pesch says there are al-

Holland in Hong Kong

A

realistic Dutch village will be set
up in the Piazza at Kowloon
Park from November 5-14, fea
turing a wide range of food and agricul
tural products typical of Holland.
Amongst the many cultural attractions
wi 11 be a clog maker, waffle makers, a
Delft blue painter and the famous Alk
maar cheese show. In addition, there will
be a variety of flowers and related prod
ucts, confectionery beverages, biscuits
and dairy products all emanating from the
Netherlands.
Holland in Hong Kong is organised by
the Netherlands Consulate General, Food
and Agricultural Department in coopera
tion with the N etherlands Ministry of
Agriculture, Nature Management and
Fisheries in the Hague and in association
with the Dutch Business Association in
Hong Kong.
The event this year follows on from
the h i g h l y successful promotion in
November 1991 which attracted around
500,000 visitors in Victoria Park.
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ready seven Hong Kong companies estab1 i shed in the Netherlands to distribute
their products but none in the manufac
turing sector.
"At this stage, I don't think there is any.
Hong Kong investors are now too con
centrated on China. Pricewise, I don't
think it would be very attractive too.
"They are manufacturing in China
now because of the cheap labour. In Eu
rope, labour would be more expensive."
He says incentives are given by the
Dutch government to those who want to
set up a manufacturing base.
"The incentives are mainly given be
cause of the labour situation. So if the in
vestor is creating a lot of jobs, the govern
ment will be very happy to help you.
"For the distribution centre, mainly we
are speaking only about six people. That's
not, of course, from a labour point of
view, enormous.
The Consul General says the Nether
lands is the 6th largest investor in Hong
Kong's manufacturing sector, accounting
approximately for 4% of the total foreign
investment in Hong Kong.
Dutch investment also plays an impor
tant role in the service sector in Hong
Kong, he says. Major companies include
AMN and AMRO in banking, Nedlloyd
(H.K.) ltd. in shipping, Philips Hong Kong
Ltd. and Shell Hong Kong Ltd.

■

After 1995: HK Telecom confident
continued from page 45
part of China. The telecommunications
infrastructure of China has a long way to
develop yet. The State recognises that and
is planning all sorts of investments to keep
that development going. So there is a very
strong drive to develop that infrastructure,
which automatically will facilitate better
communications between Hong Kong
and the Mainland. Even if we are not al
lowed to participate on an equity basis
within that Mainland infrastructure we
will benefit indirectly from their invest
ment in that service.
"I would like the opportunity to benefit
more by investing there as well as here.
"I'm asked, about the politics and rela
tionships. All I would say is I see 1997
and beyond as being an era of opportuni
ty for HK Telecom - and indeed for other
businesses in Hong Kong - rather than
an era of risk which is the way many
overseas investors might perceive it.
"I think that once they come here and
see what is really happening - rather
than reading a few headlines that tend to
focus on the political aspects - they
would realise the opportunities and the
links that already exist. Particularly, the
commercial links between Hong and the
Mainland that no doubt, in their minds,
would spell opportunity after 1997.

■
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Agreement on lab accreditation

H

an a greer:nent with a
scheme outsideEurope.
"We hope that this will
lead to the opening of the
mu lt-i I atera I a greement
group formed by members
of the Western European
Laboratory Accreditation
Co-operation (WELAC) to
inc lud e participation by
schemes outside Europe,"
he said.
Under the agreement,

dustry Department, and the
Dutch Accreditation Board
for Calibration Laboratories,
Test Laboratories and In
spection Bodies (STERLAB)
of the Netherlands.
At a ceremony in Hong
Kong in May, the Acting Di
rector General of Industry,
Mr Ricky Fung, said STER
LAB was one of the First
European acc reditation
schemes to have concluded

ong Kong has signed
a mutual reco gni
tion agreement on
laboratory acc reditation
with the Netherlands, the
fifth of its kind reached with
an overseas lab accredita
tion scheme.
The a greement was
signed between the Hong
Kong Laboratory Accredita
tion S cheme (H OK LAS),
which is operated by the In-

test reports issued by HOK
LAS accredited laboratories
will be accepted as equiva
lent to test reports issued by
laboratories accredited by
STERLAB.
Mr Fung said this would
mean that Hong Kong's ex
ports to the Netherland s
might b e tested in Hong
Kong and accepted without
being re-tested w hen they
reached their destination.
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HUNAN CEREALS, OILS & FOODSTUFFS
IMPORT & EXPORT CORPORATION

-�=���--��$E-��2�
ii!�: 441913 426043. 11m:
�{$ : 98105 HFIEC CN ffi� : 0731- 445811

mi

Add: 2, Wuyi West Road, Changsha, Hunan, China.
Telex: 98105 HFIEC CN Fax: 0731-445811
, Tel: 447S13
Cable: 5752 or "HUNANFOOD'' CHANGSHA

Scope of Business: Cereals, beans, edible vegetable oils, edible oil seeds, oils for industrial use, oil seeds for industrial use,
soyabean cakes and expellers, livestock, live poultry and other live animals, frozen pork, frozen beef, frozen suckling pigs, frozen
poultry, frozen pork by-products, frozen poultry by-products, pork products, cured food, fresh eggs, preserved eggs and other kinds
of eggs, live pond fish, miscellaneous live fish, frozen mudsnail meat, frozen eel fillets, frozen snapping turtle, frozen frog legs, fresh
fruits, dried fruits, fresh vegetables, preserved vegetables, quickfrozen vegetables, air-dried vegetables, canned vegetables, canned
meat and other canned food, salted mushrooms, wines and spirits, confectionery and biscuits, sugar products, drinks, condiments,
bean products, edible salt, fragrant oil and other foodstuffs.

---------WHY---
OURNAME
Is BEING
SEEN
INALL
THE WORLD'S
MOST
FASHIONABLE
PLACES.

From the urgent shipment of initial designs and samples to
the economical distribution of finished product,
UPS is becoming a fashionable choice in the fashion world.
However you send your shipments, Express or Expedited,
they never leave our control, and they are delivered
with the same UPS predictability.
Quite simply, you know in advance when deliveries will be made.
Once you've trusted us with a shipment,
you'll know why we are talked about
from Hong Kong to Paris to Milan to London to...

L---------------

As sure as taking it there yourself. ____...

For further information, please contact UPS,
Suite 602-610, North Tower, World Finance Centre, Harbour City, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong Tel.: 735 3535.

